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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is concerned ' with the Philosophy of Gabriel · 
M;aree1.· Specifitally, '• 'the emphasis will be on "wh.at Marcel 
takes to be the unique epistemological d~mands· 6f metaphysi-
cal subject matters. 
M~tap~ytics, once considered · the "Queen of th• Sciences" 
has for some? time ' beeri challenged in its position ·as a· legi-
ti~ate andior ' viabl'e p~ilosophical ' dis~ipline~ · ·rhis ~-tti-
t , de toward metaphysics has been expressed in the philo-
sophical co~munity as either active, dire~t atia~ki or, 
~or~ r~c~ntly, pa~$i~e neglect--•1~n~~e~•nce•~~which ~erhaps 
suggesi• 'th~t the d~min~nt fe~1iri0 amon~ ~em~~~s ~, the 
phil~sophical ·com~on·1t·y may be that metaphysics simply ·no 
. . . 
longer warrants ·any attention at al 1. Although the current 
position of disrepute into which metaphysics has fallen 
may be explained in many and various ways~ two major con-
tributing fac ·tors may be noted here: (1) the stubborn 
resistence of traditional metaphysical questions to any 
complete and final answers; and (2) the impretsive success 
in recent history of the scientific method in the improve-
ment of the human condition. 
It is certainly the case that metaphysics is a par-
ticularly puzzlin~ and frustrating discipline. Howev$r, 
the rejection of metaphysics is not a th;ng to be taken 
light ly or without careful consideration of the repereus-
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sions and significance of the demise of that discipline 
whic.h deals with the most fundam~ntal, most s.ignificant, 
and most important questions human beings can _ever pose: 
the very intelligibility -of the universe~ the ,nature · of 
man, his ultimate origin and destiny; good and evil; · God. 
It will not do to cut off access to · such realms because Qf 
impatience or frustration with theit magnitude . and difficul-
ty~ Due to the importance of · the subject matters Qf m~ta-
phyiics, conscientious consideration of any · and· all a1terna-
t i ves to its demise must be -undertaken. It is to · this . end 
that this thesis fs · presented. 
Gabriel Marcel fs vehemently opposed to the dominant 
attitude within the philosophical community of disdain for 
and/or neglect of metaphysical subject mat~~rs and metaphy-
sics as a whole. He deplores · the repercussions of this 
attitude not only : as it affects philosophy in its formal 
sense 1 but also -as it affects humJn beings, concretely, tn 
their everyday lives~ Marcel has important things to say 
concerning this -situation and the purpose of th1, thesis 
is to give due consideration to his position . 
A study of the work · of . G~briel Mareel necessitates 
embarking upon a -twisted and tangled path. , Marcel employs 
various forms in his approach to philosophy: journal 
method: recounting of personal experiences; academic prose; 
drama, music . and poetry; metaphoric "story-telling." No 
one particular work of Marcel reveals the entirety of his 
-
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thought in ~ny one particuJar area. Notions mention~d 
brJefly . in one work m~y be taken up at length · i·n · anothe .r. 
Subje~t matters presente~ as being of .lfttle imp~rtance may, 
at another point, . ~e · pres .ented as signif ·ica .nt .a.nd . far .. 
reaching, It ts for · this reason that all of Marc~l's pub-
lished works have been cons~lted tn the preparation o~ this 
paper, No one work co~ld ~e· considered as a fair ·represen- . 
tation of · Marcel's , v1ew since it is the whole which is . of 
sign 1 ffcance and not any one of the parts in : i .so 1 ~t ioo. 
Piecemeal criticism is ,ot appropriate to the work of Marcel 
and will not be attempted here. Rather, the purpose is to 
determine the v~lue ,~d significance of the whole ·of Marce1 1 s 
thought to · the realm of ·metaphysics. 
Embarking now upon consideration of MarcetJs work, ft 
must Jlways be borne in mind that the task of critical · 
~ppraisat must and will be secondary .to a more immediate 
and demanding one, that of resisting the • temptatjon to 
quar;Y"el with this .philosop~ical style of Marcel's which is 
now somewhat out of fashion; . and rather attempting compre-
hension in a sincere manner~ of the intention of his thought. 
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CHAPTER ONE: MARCEL 1,S :vrrw OF,,THE CONTE'.MPORARY SITUATION 
. ' 
Tt,e _Human Condition 
According to ~arcel, mod~rn man fi _nds himself 1n what 
is termed "a state of metaphysical dis-ease." This dis~ease 
i~ not with nature as was the ease fn past h1sto~y when t~e 
very survival of man as a species was, to varying degrees; 
in jeopardy. Rather ~ for Mareel, this dis-ease of mankind 
1s a dts-ease with hfmself-~a metaphysital 111ness--the 
symptom of which is a sense of strangeness with his own 
self; his own being. 
Marcel places responsibility for this sense of dis~ease 
on the tendency of modern man to view himself and others 
exclusively in terms of function. It is certainly the ease 
' 
in American society t~at the first question asked ~f any 
individual in a social situation is, "What do you do?". It 
may be argued (as Mareel does) that such an emphas1s _on fune~ 
tionaltty b~lies an qverr1d~ng _need of modern man to · cate-
gorize both himself and others. It seems that in order to 
feel eomfortable with another. one must firmly identify what 
he ts and what he J.! has come to be synonymous with what he 
does. -
Consider the following situation. A young man, recently 
gradu~ted from college, neither having nor looking for a job, 
finds himself at a party one evening. A stranger approaches 
him and after exchanging names, the stranger asks the inevit-
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able question: "What do you do?". Th~ question makes the 
young man extreme l y uncomfortable and, for 'lack of a better 
response (excluding a dece itful response as an alternative) 
he says in rat her a too ·casual way, "I don't do anything." 
The stra~ger looks perplexed and as seon as is socially 
acceptable, he moves off to another group of people. The 
young ma·n is left alone feeling worthless, valueless. · his 
little scenario exposes a situation such that a man who per-
f or~s no function (or a "low-status" function) 1s considered 
as h~ving no worth . Ma~cel ~xpresses the situation as 
follow~: " it is increasingly the case that our sense of 
dignity and worth res t s upori the functions we perform in 
society and not upon the iwareness that there ts an intrin-
sic sacr edness involved in merely being human." 1 
It is this loss of an aw1reness of ontological value 
that Marcel notes and deplores in the contemporary human 
situation. There are many societal facts which can be men~ 
tioned in support of Marcel's thesis that there has occurred 
in modern times, a . loss of an awareness of ontologica ~ va l ue: 
the deplorable status of the elderly; disdain for the unem-
ployed; depreciation of the traditional roles of women; the 
near-worship of computers as the epitomy of functional effi-
ciency . 
1Gabriel Marc~l. Homo Viator, trans, Emma Crauford 
(Chicago: Regnery, 1952) . 
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Marcel uses the illustration of a .ticket-collector in 
the Underground. ~verything ·tn his world ~onspires - to .iden-
tify his self only with _th _e work . he performs, he function 
he fu 1 f i 11 s. He i! a ti ck et-co 11 ector. When the judgement 
is mad~ that a pers .on: .!! what h·e d~; recog :n it ion. of the 
true value of human being ~s impossible. 
Ano~her _aspect of' the , 1 ~ss of an awareness of o.nto 1 og i-
c_ a l v a 1 u e through the fun ct i on a 1i zed v i ~ w '> f man . i s the 1 ~ s s 
of a s~~se of t~e importance of individualfty. · One becomes 
simply that--'one•~-in the full meaning of the term which is 
a neutrality. A man whose Vijlue lies in his function ts no . . . . 
more or less valuablJ than any other man.who performs that 
function. The black humor of the often-heard quip, "Yoµ. 
too can he replaced" is revealed w1thtn the context of a 
manner of thought which replaces the particular individual 
with the general "any oqe ~tall." That 1s~ the functional 
way of viewing man 1s ao abstraqt1on from tho individual, 
from the concrete. 
It 1s interesting tq sp~cqlate upon the s1milar posi-
tions held by men who qre valued only for the ir f.unetiof!ali-
ty and our ~mazing ~omputer s-~recent . develepmenJs of .our 
techno~ogical age. Comput~rs are, indeed. the -ep1tomy of 
func,ti .onal efficiency. They will ef'ficjently process with-
out putpose; they will perform without goals. The question 
must b' posed, how~ver~ as to .what the .repercµssionJ might 
be of h~man beings cast in the role of computers. Can 
-
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human beings function without purpose? Can human bei gs 
find dignity in mere produ~tivity? Orie thing ts eertain-~ 
a :co.mpu,ter ea not despairt while a human ~ei -ng m-0st assu ·rerl-
ly can, ·and to an a 1 armi .ng degree n o~r modern wor 1 d·, does. 
ln a functionalized world ~here a sense of huma~ ontological 
value is . lost, any aw,areness of human di .gn;ty and purposeful-
ness is last. In such a world, the ajt~unding popu1a~1t of 
philosophies of despair (su~h . as that of Jean-Paul Sartre) 
is easily unders too ·d w.hen i ,t is recogn i z-ed , thqt function a 1 i zed 
thought makes generaltiad human despair a reality. 
Marc~l• s view of the hum~n condition ts, then, not a 
happy . one. The contemporary need to categartze h~man beings 
by function, to abstract fr-0m i ndtviduals to "any ~neat all,« 
results in despafr~ -a world .where nothing ultimately matters, 
It -is as an alternative to this despa1r that Marcel pre-
sents his thoughts on the ~atter. His work is, indeed ~ a . ' 
direct challenge to th~ adequacy of functfoQal thoHght since 
in Marc~l's ,view, despair 1$ the inevitable conclusion of 
limiting reality to that which allows of m~asurement~ cate-
gorization and cont~ol by functional, i.e., scientifi~ thought. 
8. 
the Marcel~an View of Contemporary Thought 
Marcel traces the despair of modern man to the singular 
nature of contemporary thought~ Due~ Marcel suggests, to 
the great enthusiasm for the scientific method motiviated 
by its am~zing success in recent history ~ modern man has 
uncritically accepted scfen.tific tbotJ~ht as the ,exc;:lu,s.iv ." 
means of ~equiring knowledge of reality~ 
Marcel maintains that . th\s intell,ctual singularity 
. ' 
exists in the philosophical tommunity as well, resulting 
in the conte~porary dominance of, particularly, the logt~al 
I 
positivist school and, ia general, th~ decidedly empirieal 
nature or thrust of modern philosophical thought. Thts may 
be due, Marcel suggests, to a qertain embarrassment felt 
within the philosophical eo~munity w~e~ comparisons are 
made between the progresi of science in solving its prob-
lems and the ~rogress of philosophy i~ answering its ques-
. ' 
tions and the concl1uton dra .wn. that while science has 
achieved remarkable success, philosophy has not. The 
philosophical discipline of ~etaphystc, ts, of ~ourse, 
espec1al1y prone to the critieism of lack of progress since 
it is the ease that q~estions considered by metaphysicians 
in antiquity are still being considered by metaphysicians 
today and have yet to be answered in any complete and final 
way. Due to the "poor sbowtngu of metaphysics, compared 
with science, . it finds itself in a position of disrepute 
within the philosophical community and ts ignored in favour 
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of the technical philosophical · activities ·of the logical 
positivist school or empiriological philosophic systems. 
. . 
Marcel, then, sees the st~uation of modern thought as 
characterized by intellectual singu1arity; 1,e. 1 acc~p~an~e 
of scientific thought t~ the exclusion of any 0 4 her sort . 
' 
This assumption that technical, scientific, empir t o·logtcal . . . . . 
thought yields the only valid knowlecge about reality, held 
not only by mankin~ at large> _but by the philosop~Jca1 torn-
munity ~swell, is viewed ~y .Marcel as being a rial d~nge 
to the human sptrit and directly responsible for the ontolo-
gical dis~ease, the despair, of modern man. 
Marcel emphasizes three general characteristics of 
' 
scientific thought which reveal the danger .of the acceptance 
of t~is kind of thought as the on1y valid acce~s to reality. 
These three chatacteristics are: (~) predetermination ~f 
subject matter, and (2) the sp1~1t o, abstractfon, and 
(3) obje~tive validation. 
Predetermination of ' Stibjett Matter 
Just -a$ th~ parttoulaf d1~ciplfnls ~f seience ·delfm1t 
their · subject matters (zoology is conc~rn~d with animal life 
and limits 1ts subject matter to antm,1 life; ast~onomt 
limits its subject ·matt~r : to the heavens, etc,), so . t~o the 
setenttftc method itself predetermines those .subject matters 
which qualify as acceptable . for scientific tnvest1gat1on~ 
This, of course, ~buld constitute no d~nger if scientific 
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thought were treated as only one of a number of kinds of 
thoug ht av ~lable to man in his search ior the nature of 
reality. Howev r, when it is the case that one, single kind 
of th~ught is accepted as ~he only valid kind of thought, 
Marcel maintains~ very real danger is present, and this is 
so whether the .one accepted kind of thought is ' scienti .fic, 
o n to l o g i ca 1 , the o fog i c a l or w h ate v er • I t i s t he ex c 1 us i .v e 
acce~tance of one kind of thought to the ~xt1usion of all 
others whi eh constttut~s the danger and ndt the nature of 
the accepted kind of thou~ht itself. 
It is important to re~ognize that methodological cri-
teria for ' vali d thought« are nothing ut concealed ways 
of ·stipulating and defin i ng subj ct matters and when one 
m•thodo l ~gy {in this case, the scientific method) is accep~ 
ted to the excl~~ion of ~ll others, what is ' effected is a 
single set of methodo logi cal criteria which determines what 
man can see and b~ awere of, what man can mean, and, 
ultimately, what ean be . Such an intellectual situation is 
dangerous and, indeed, sel~•defeating to ~he ~uman goal of 
knowledge of the nature of reality since _the nature of what 
s hall b~ considered as real is predetermined by the method-
ology employed. 
It may be ill~minating at this point to consider ano-
ther period in our hi~tory when a situation of intel .leetual 
singularity existed and to note the repercussions whi.ch 
followed from such an intellectual situation. 
.;,.,. 
;\ ~ . 
• . . . 
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The .enter of attraction for St. Thomas and his 
eonte~poraries was not e~piriological or mathematfcal 
science, but rather .ontologtcal &r philosophical know-
ledge. which attains 'the ~very being ~nd intelligible 
.structure of things. Inde d so great was th~ at{~ac-
•tion towards · this type •of knowledge in the ·Middle Ag~s 
that the other sc·ences suffered from .it. Not only 
did th~y fail to flourish .nd to achieve thetr inde-
pendence as distinct kinds of knowledge 9 but all too 
frequently, prob 1 ems that can be solved ·op 1 y by the 1 r 
methods .were approached .with the methods of .-ontology : 
or philosophy . In genet~l there ·was tori great n Op-
.timis m.for them nd•s ability ~o understand t~e onto~ 
1 o g 1 c a 1 s tr u ct u re of th i ri,9 s or t he i r i n t e 111 g i b 1 e · 
natures. The consequenc~ of this opt1mi~m was the 
extension of _philosophy ~o areas .where it fails to 
achieve results. We know a11 too well the conse~ 
quendes of this; the corpie of medieval physics is 
there to warn us against the error.2 . 
fA lesson to be le ~rt1ed · · tom the ~iddle Ag s ~ay be that 
a singular intellect qal climate -yields serious, perh aps 
disastrous co sequen ces. Ontolo gical th ught ~ a,..)hfevi _ng 
such a si ngular pasition 1n the Mi ddle Ages$ result9d 1n a 
very s~rious ·retardation of ~an•·s stientif1c knowledgs and 
progr~ss . 
W• return now to Mr. Mauer for hts comments on the 
contemporary situ\tion • 
. With positivism~ the . moderh _world had its re 
venge Ort the Middle Ages but not .without · itself · suf _.,.. 
fering b loss. For if the methdd of emp1riologital 
science is successful in _deali.ng ·wtth many problems 
about .th~ physical uryi· ers~~ t~ey are _equal ly unsue~ . 
cessful 10 handlfng many~others and these indeed the 
.most important of all~•tijose trad1tiona1 questions 
0 f p h i 1 0 s Op h y • I n fa Ct ' , the met h O d s Of the s C i en Ce s 
do not even .enable us to 1nve~t1gate the meaning and 
valu~ of science it~~lf ·and to ~valuate the *arious 
2Ar~and Maure~, · Introduction to Th~· Division and 
Methods af the Sciences, by St~ Thomas Aqulna$ (Toronto: 
The Pciritffltal Institut~ of Mediaeval Studies, 1963), 
p. xi. 
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types of ·now1edge a d science.3 
Jh~ ques ion to be raised by this consideration ~f the 
s·ituatio n which e x·s :ted i n t O M•ddle Ages is whet er i,t is 
poss i b ·le to approach · th e who 1 e o ·"" reality _ w i th a .s i n g l e 
methodolo gy. As will become clear in what follows~ ft is 
Maree I intention to show that it is not. 
:The po,i nt must be madA ·11~.re ·, that while Mar ce .l is op .. 
pose d to Singular thpught whichev er kind of tho tigh~ happen s 
to hold t hat posi~Jofi; it is clear t ha t ' he· consider f the 
repercussi ons of the dominance of scientific, empiriological 
thought to be much more· dangetous to the human condition 
than the case oft . e domin nee of ontological thought whieh 
exittfd in the Middl e ges. Marcel takes this pJs)tion 
(which is worthy · of reflection) since he considers · the corpse 
of ontological va lue w, ich he views as the inevitable eonse-
q~ence of the exclusivitj of scientific thought much more 
disastrous to the human spirit than the corpse of med1a~va1 
physics. 
To return now, to cons1d~ration of the pred~te~rrin~tion 
of subject matter characteristic of the scientific method 
(indeed~ of any method), · it is necessary to bring to light 
the · specifics -0f this . predetermination. Marcel emphasizes 
two criteria which th~ sc1entff1~ method demands that its 
subject matters fulfill: (1) materiality, and (2.) staticity. 
3t . bid., p. >di1. 
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Mat_er.:..~1 i ty 
Sci -antif1t t~ ought i s dir etted toward ~hys1ca 1 t hfngs: 
i.e ., substa r es and .therefore rea lit y, for ·sc i ence, f s 
limi ted to physic 1, ater1a1 real i ty. Such a delimitation 
of reality is , of tou r se. prope ~ and appro priate t o the .goal 
of emp1r1tal k· owle dge but it is important t o make exp licit 
that aR fmpltttt assumpt i on- - t hat empirical kno~l edge is 
the on l,'( val'i know l ~rlge- -i s 1made when empiri oiogic al , 
scie tiftc th ught ~ts accepted to the exclusion of ~ny othe r 
ki nd. M~ : Ear l e has a very strong statement to ma~ e concern• 
ing t h is subject: 0 A met,o i n it ge lf fs not htng ·but · a 
ptocedu~e for ver 1fyi n_ or ground i ng the truth of asser tio ns, 
An empiri o l o ic al method is a , _thod whi Jh guaran t ees t ruth 
by se se ercept i .n. To mai ntft i n1 however ~. tha all truths -·- · 
must be guarant9ed ·y sense . per cept ion is to maintain that 
a11 cognitive awareness is th e. awireness of te nse da ta. 
And th is , is not eve n a possible t he or y but a patent fa1se -
hood~ n4 
Although · perhaps obvious, it is he lpf u l to make ex_pli-
cit the fact that s~nse pertept"on is perception ·of phys1tal~ 
material objects and j ust : as -t le former is a valid method of . . 
verffyin~ the truth :of certain assertions~ so too the latter 
are petfeatly val td objects of 1rivest1gattoni and Marcel 
would certainly not disputt this . validity~ However i~ the 
14 
ordination of this methodology and Gorresponding subject 
matter as the only legitimate types, excluding any other 
sort of knowledge from the efficra1 canon of "sctentifie-
ally warranted knowledge" (arid, tberefore, in view of the 
singular position held by scientific thought, excludes any 
other sort of knowledge from the realm of valid knowledge) 
1 s vehement 1 y objected to by Maree 1, an,d he wou 1 d agree 
wholeheartedly w1th the statement of M~. Earle that 11We 
simply cannot tolerate rule A priori upon what can and what 
- s 
cannot be nor upon what is imposstbie $hort of sheer con~ 
tradiction."5 
It is intetesting to spe~ulate upon the possibility 
that a eantributing factor in the exelustve aceeptanee of 
scientific, empiriological thought may be the apparent need 
of human beings to embody their ideas,6 Certainly it is 
the case that something within us is always happy when we 
can voint to an obje~t that is localized in space and say, 
"ThePe it isl". Perhaps due ta ihfs tendency (or, it may 
be argued, necessity), to think in material, physical 
terms~-a tendency which has been noted and struggled with 
ever since Heraclitus' atte~pt to express in material terms 
that which wa$ 1mmaterial-~we are disposed to accord more 
credence to that which can be localized, pointed to and 
held than to that wbith eludes such determination. 
5Ibid., p. 154. 
6This ts not to minimize the strong possibility that 
the very natijre and structure eflanguage is responsible for 
this tendency toward embodiment of ideas. 
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However, even granting th• possibility .of such a human pre-
. ' 
dispositioni this, in ttselft would certainly seem not to 
ju~tify the elimination of such uncoop•rative entities .from 
the realm of reality. Certainly Marcel wou~d adamantly 
insist that it must be ack,:10,wl.ed~ed {or, ,at the very 1 east, 
the possibility mQst be ac~nowledged) that articula~ phy-
s i ea 1 _substan .ces with wh i,ch we are acq ·ua i nted thr -ough. sense 
perception form only a _portion of real~~Y• ~ot its .entirety 
and that sense .perception in .no sense represents the only 
or the tY,pic~ l or s tandar.d appr-oa-ch . to rea 11 ty. 
-Our attention 1s directe~ now to the question of how 
philosophy is affected by the crite~Jon of m~terialit¥ de-
manded of 1ts su~ject matte~s by the scientific method. 
The most imp:0rt_ant effect .for Maree 1 ~, is; of course, the 
'. 
a~parent reject ion of metaphy$ ics as a vi ab 1 e d 1 sc .ip 1 i ne 
which is accepted or at least tolerated by the majority~, 
membe~s in the philosophical -community.. Acceptance of the 
cr1teri~n of :m~ter1ality for valid ,object matters 1mmed-· 
iately ba~ishes metap~ys1cs ~rom the realm of valid disci-
plines sinQe its Jubject matter ts, of course, not material--
I . • . I ' . 
being, whatever it .may be, is certain~y not a phy1ica1 thing. 
The :Ph11 o.s~ph 'i ca 1 accepta ,nc.e of a , methodo 1 ogy .which, 
de 1 i,mi t .s. its :Sttbject matters to that w_h,i eh 1 s mater i a 1 -sug .. 
• . ·1 ' • , . . • 
gests, according to Quentin L~uer, "an impatience with that 
which is abs61ute and although such methodologies may have 
their utility~ they can have no bearing in the realm of 
. ; . 
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ontology~ : eertainlj we would all , like t6 decide once and 
for all what realit .y is for: then we should have something 
firm ·, and solid;- sQme·thing settled. u1 Whether . this .desire . 
for fin~l dieisio~ eonc-rnini ,th• natvr~ of :fealtty ,~ - pre-
sent · or · hot, : ho·wever; the ' ph fl~~fbpher- : mu:s t eons i der the pos-
sibility · t~at sur,ehd~r te _impltfenee ~r an~iety .,~ the face 
Of that -which is -1~exha~~t/4b1e se•tenees ' him 'b~ se1f~convie- . 
tion . tE>an irrtellectu -al prison whfeh · is in effect a self., _· 
positioning . in but ·a ~1ng1~ ~speet ~f 1he-·rea1~ of pne. ~ar~ 
ticu1ar method of irivest1jation whtth~•n n•ver reveal the 
.plenum of the , ph·enomenal realm. , ··Quentin l«'10f stat~$ su(l-
cinctly, · llA ' philosopher-, abov-e· anyone:.else, simply ' eannot . 
afford to opet-ate wi.thin a :framework _ _which he takes · f"r 
granted, 1'8 Such a .luxury 1s~ purely . and simply:. · anti -tbeti ... 
cal to .phil~sophita1 enterprtse whieh·i s the co~m1tmeht to 
truth, : to reality, however ·'at'!d' wher·e-v-er it may .b•e reveale d ·, · 
and whatever , it · may· be. 
As specifica ,lly r~ _ga'Y'ds. the '. logfcal pG-sitiv ·tst · school . 
a-nd its · habft of re1Ef9atin9 t:rad(t1ona1 metaphysie~l ques ... 
tions to :a sort of 1 p~ilosophical · l1mbt>·bY dubbi -ng them 
~P~~udo-pt~b1ems~" -Mr: Ear1e takes issu•i 
7Qflentin 'Lauer; Phenomenology: tts :Genesis _· an:ij 
Prps~ect (~~w York: Warper a~d Rowl ii58), .P~ vii~ 
8 Ibid., P·* viii. 
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Nothing is accompiiihed philosophically by rele-
gating a 11 i n~onven ient terms, mean trigs, intuitions 
and appearance~ tti some limbo of 'lingui~tic conven-
i enee,.' • metho do logi ca 1 . 4.ev .ices,.• 'syncategoremat i e 
expressions,, · 'intellectq ,:a1 constructions,' 'mere 
_ide,s,' etc. Nothing _w~\ch can genuinely b• meant 
· or can genuinely be appr~hended by anyohe can be 
'thro~n out,' or 'di sp~~e ... d with.,. ' or dee 1 a red out 
of hand to be meaning 1 ess_. Everything can and needs 
~o be clarified, but tba\ ~larification which decides 
on theoretical grounds ~hat ·~~n ~e meant i~ not clar-
ification at all but , el1QJinaffin by ffat, 119 
The results of seientfffl thought h~ving _achteved its 
' • • ,,; I 
present singular position i~ human tho~ght in terms of 
philosophy,, in Marcel's . view, are then, to s.um_up, . (1) the 
dominance of logical positivism, and(!) the corresponding 
' . • ! 
denigration of metaphysics. However, Marcel must not be 
misunderstood as objecting to logical positivism itself 
' ' ' •' . 
(although it is clear that he does consider it to be .merely 
a sort of technique rather than a truly philosophical acti-
vi~y) but rather he is objectin9 to the popularity which it 
enjoys, in his view, at the direct expense of metaphysics. 
stetiqi,tx 
Al though Marbel treats t~is criterion of the scientific 
m~thod for it~ · stibjeci matt~~s leas fu11y than that of -ater-
iality considered abcive, it is nonetheless important to con-
sider this criteri~n, · albeit . btiefly, here. 
Regardfng tKe activity ot scientific investtg-tioo, it 
is noted that it must operate on that which fs immo~fle, 
This 1s sat1sfacioty when what is under tnvesttgatton is a 
9Earle, Objectfvtty, p. 93. 
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concept but, Marcel maintains~ completely inappropriate when 
that which is under investigation is, e.g., a human life or 
being, which are ,cert~ _1nly _not . sta .tic, 1_m~obi .1e things but 
are .nonetheless treated•~ such when approached by scien-
- . . _.....,_ ' . ' 
tific thought. More?ver, Marsel takes _every opportunity to 
point out that we do not generally ~xper.ience : the i_mmobile; 
i.e., the real, th ·e eoncret~ ., is . recog .niz :ed as being varia-
b.le, . ,if not, indeed, va.riabili,ty itse .lf'. The sci~ntifie -
; . ' ' ' 
method of investig~t1on yields elements and elements are 
by definition invariable being diagrams, si~p11fied recon-
structions, often mere symbols , . and in any case, a motion-
. less translation of a reality which 1~ moving, The error, 
how-ever, lies not in this freezing of ma·vement i _ts 'elf , but 
rathbr in the mist~ken belie~ that within these s~attc 
frame~ reality can be adequately represehted. These brief 
statements concerning staticitY ts adequate here as further 
conside~ation and elaboration of stat1oity will be under-
t~ken tn a different cont~xt-~that of th~ spirit . of 
abstract1on--wh1ch fol)ows. 
Th~ Spirit of Abstraction 
The .second major oharact~ristio of the scientifi~ 
metbod according to . Marcel is what he calls "the spirit of 
abstraction." H~· employs the phrase 'spirit of abstraction' 
rather than the word •abstraction' in ~rder to make clear 
that his intent is n~t to attack a½stra~tion itself. This 
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should be obvious since abstraction - is essential to any kind 
of thou _ght or action .. Wi thou,t ; abs tract _i o_n it wou 1 d b.e, 
impessibl~. for example, to ~isting _uish, as 1s done, betw·een 
green and red or between Communists and Socialists, neurot~ 
i • • 
tcs and , p~yehotics, etc~ . Apart from th~ . ~act . that a~strac-
tion is . necessary for isolating parts from wh-ol_es, · e1eme _nts 
9nd dimensions from their . totalities, ttiere could be no. • 
• • • • • • • • I t • 
clarity pf thought · and thus nG basts f~r consist~n~ •e~ion 
without abstract .ion . Abstraction is the foundation of . 
reason and jµst as Marcel objects to what he call~ teehnci~ 
l~try (the uncritioa1 worship of technology) but not . to 
technology itself, so too he wishes to make clear that he 
has no objection to abs -traction but , wishes 'only to bring 
to lig~t the adverse effe~ts of the s,irit of abstraction. 
The spirit of abs traet ion _ refers to the i gnore-ance 
of the cancrete realittej from which the abstr~ction is 
taken, It is not the fact th~t such abstraction takes .· 
plat6 that Marcel is o jecting to, it is the _tendency to 
forget that it is an abstraction that is the objectionable 
thing for Marcel. In his owh· words, »the spirit of 
abs tract i o-n ·substitutes ·, •e.g., f ot a human being, a eer-
tai n idea, a certain abstract ~esignatiori.olQ Elaborating 
further, he says, ~I try hard to show that it would not 
be legitimate for tho~~ht operating in t~e name of univer-
· 10Gabriel Marcel~ Th~ Extstefit1a1 Background ~f Rlman 
Dignity, (Cambridge: Harvara Universtty Press, 1963), p. 123. 
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sal principles, to tonstgn the concrete and individual 
actually sustaining it to a merely contingent status. that 
' ' 
our thinking, on the contYary, must acknowledge the noncon-
tingency of this experience if ft 1s not to become inconse-
~uentia1, ~,11 
What Marcel is saying fs that ~he universal concepts 
arrived at through abstracttow by stientific thought are 
I ~ ' • ·• , ·, 
not recognize~ as abstra~tioni b~t rather are taken to be 
realities while that which ,s truly r~al~-the partieulars~ 
the tndiv1~uals from which the abstrattiens are taken--are 
forgotten, treated as irrelevant. Particular~ •re .vartabl•-
changeable, diverse; the Goncepts of · science are not* 
Science requires, . as noted pr~vlously ·; staticity of its ob-
jects and thus cannot dea 1 wi'th the re)11i ti es of concrete · 
huma.n experience. Bergson puts the sit ,uation ve_ry well 
with the statement~ ~The demonstr~ti~ii~ which have been 
given of the r •elativity of _ our (im~t;iphysical) knowledge 
are tainted With an original vi'ee; the'.y imply that all 
know 1 edge must nee es sari lY , s tar ·t fr.bm: ·concepts \'ti th f i x-ed 
' -
outlines in order to clasp with them the real(ty wh_ic~ 
flows." ·12 But w~at are we speaking of when we talk of 
~oncepts? We are speaking of abstfaction . Coneeots ate 
' ' ~ ' 
abstract·lons fr.om a urli'fi :ed o_bject which has been ana1'yzed 
! l I b i:d. l> • p, 30 .,., 
--,---
12Henrt Bergsonl> -Introduction tn ~Metaphysics 
(New York: The Liberal Arts Pr~ss~ 1949) , P• 27. 
; . :: 
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-into so many symbolical expressions.13 
Within the exclusive use .of scientific method~ the 
risk ts always there of fal11ng i~to the ~pirit of abstrac-
tionj 1~e~, ttforgetting" ihat its resultant . concepts orily 
a 11 ude tQ ~nd do · not repre~ _ent rea 1 i ty. 
Intrinsic -to the spirft ~f absttactfoa. a~cordin~ to 
Ma~cel, is a need for ·posaesaion ·. "Whate~~r resists our 
mental · and physical -~ttempts · at possession stands -as judge~ 
·ment and a t .h·reat to the on:e whose Hf'e-orientation is · 
toward hrvinf tather than beinq.•14 This asp•ct of pos~ 
sessicrn int ·rtns1c to the s.pir1t of ab_st -r.action appeals ' to · 
an apparent need of h'uman beings ···(al1uaed to p-r ev iously) --
to have a thing or an object ,in ona·•s ··control; possession -; 
is the power to retain. conserve, p~ot~et ~nd dispose of. _ 
With the . dominance Qf sctenlifi~ -thought, r"arcel' 
insists- o.n pointing Qut that t'h'e phenomenon of having no.w 
applies as mu.eh to the ,1.or.ld of philos -o-i1hy and p-ersons a-s 
to the phys .ical world ·. · 1'he' sµh~it of ·abs :tr-a~tion impl ic1t'-
1y contains t he effort ; to ctiar~ ,oterize and cate ·gotize e 
I 
concrete reality fn su~h a waf ~bat it can become a mental 
possess -ion whid, can be manipulat ·ed rind cont'ro11ed at wi1 l. . · 
______ ..... ~. -· · -----
13And . not · incidentally~ they --tend to d ivide ·philosophy 
in~o "distinct sihoels, each of w~idh takes its seat, chaoses 
its countets -nd carrfes on with ihe others a gam~ that wii~-· · 
never '.ena-. i• lb'i ,d.,' p. _ 11 ., 
14Gabriel Marcrn1, Sei,ng ·and; H~v,in51_,. t -rans :. Katherine 
Farrer (B-o.s•ton: B·eacQn · Pres ,si, 1951")., ti. -2.14. • 
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Characterization is a ceftiin kind of possession 
or a claim to possession ·of that which cannot be 
possessed. It is the co~structton of litlle abstract 
e ff i g i ~ s , m,_o c; .e 1 s I as En g l i sh p h y-s i .c ,i st s c a 11 them , of 
a reality which will not Jei1d itself to these tricks, 
these deceptions
1 
these ~retences, except in the most 
superficial way. 5 ' ~ · 
As with ab~ttiction, ' man ~annot live without a certain 
amount of mental possession, but, in · agreement with Hegel, 
Marcel hlstens to point out the phenomenon •f what he talls 
the 'boomerang action,' i.~ •• the stro~~er the posses~ive 
instinct, the more the ' possessed object gains control over 
the posse~sor. The fanatical : ~ositivist, for example~ 
according ta Marce1s comes to be captive to ideas which he 
began by having, when he surrenders to the temptation to 
limit reality to what can be ~ossessed, controlled and 
categori~ed. "The mysterious fullness of concrete rea1ity 
is sacrificed t6 a· system of ideas which limits the real to 
what can be possessed with certainty through scientific 
modes of thought.«16 
A society which reserves jts highest prestige for 
science and technology will be in constant danger of sac-
rificing being to havt~g, of denying the mysterious ful1-
nejs of concrete r~altty for the clear knowledge which 
makes technology ~ossible. This, · according to Marce1~ is 
what has h~ppened in contemporary society and 11, again~ a 
15IbicL ~ p. 169. -...-
16G~brie1 Marcel, A Metaphy§icaT Journal, trans. by 
B. Wall (Chicago: Henry Regnery Preas, 1952), p. 257. 
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contributing , f ae tor ' to the dis-ease and 9esp air in which 
modern man finds hi~~elf. 
Objective Validation 
This bring~ _ us now te the third a~d {f9t our pu~poses) 
final characteristic of scieritffic thought empha,ized by _ 
Marce1--o bjeeti ve validation. 
Intrinsic to scientffic thought is the d$mand that 
the investigator maintain a completely obj~ctive ~ttitude 
throughout his investt gatiori. Marcel maintains that the 
' . . ·, ., ' 
exclusive use of a method which dem~nds such ,Qbjectivi:ty 
' • '• I • • • 
for validation of its know_ledge has ser-ieu .; _ 1m-p_1i~ations, 
since it, in effect. cuts off ac~ess to realttyi This . ' . ~ . ·, . . . 
de and for _ ~bjectivity im,liettly d~nies the legitimacy 
'> . ' I ' •. • • 
of experienae as a valid means of attaipipg ~newJedg~ sfnce . 
•xperience ii always particular, always tnd1vidqa1. ObjeG-
: 1 I t • .• · \ ! 
tiv1ty, how~ver, maintains that kBowledge be neutral~ 1~e~ ~ 
be of t~e . sort which ea~ be attained by ~nyone ft all. 
Marcel maintains that the _deman~ for sueh an objecttve, 
. l -
pur .ely ne.µtral observer or hivestigator tan be <,f no . heJp 
. ' •. , . . . ., ~ ' 
in resolving the many dtfficulties of the human situation 
and all attempts to do soar~ doomed necessarily sine~ it 
removet from these concrete human ~ituations, the very 
concreteness which makas them the realities that they are. 
lt fs important to note an implicit duality which is ac-
cepted when the objective stance is accepted; i,e.; the 
artificial duality of individual' thought and 'thou :gbt in 
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generat•~ It is necessary to note, however~ that 'th~~ght 
in ganera l' can be ·no th i qg other than thought without a 
thinKer. 
Certa i nly sch a ·demand (or objectivity immediately 
makes i mpossible the attainment of the ontologi~al goal 
since it iegards as _true only that which can be objectively; 
sc~entifically verified. In Marcel•s - wor s, "It deftnes 
truth as an accord · of minds reache d bi ·the s ubmi s s i <H'l of · 
individual thought to though~ in gen~ra l." 17 
Te point which see ms to ·be mi~sed in such an approach 
is that the world as constitute -d f_or a se1f -in~genera 1 is · ·. 
a formally valid and untversallj v~ti -fiable system of prd~ ·-
posit ions , but it does not exist. _ Wh~t exists -is ·what is ·-
present for an incarnate consciousnesi. ls a traditional 
epistemolo ical subjectt I am perfectly i nter changeable ~it~ 
anyone else and the Marcelian objectiori is that th~re ere 
phenomenal realms which are of the sort that such i nte r-
changeability makes no-sense. 
The demand for obje .ctivit _y closes the door to the 
metaphysic al realm out of hand and the attempt to d~al 
scieAtifically with that which properly belongs to the 
m~taphysi cal realm makes no sense since scientif1c thought 
~emands the separation of the investigator fro m that which 
ts Investigated~ and, as Martel poin ts out. "We are 
17.!.!?J!!.., p. 184. 
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·1Rvolved in being and i t is not in our power to eave it: 
more simply, we are and the whole metaphysibal inquiry is 
-.i:--- - -
just how to place ourselves in relation to plenary reality."18 
Another aspect of the deniand for · objective val idat 'ion 
which Marcel points out is ·that it amounts to "the abandon-
ment of concrete and ~reative activtttes fn favour ~f ·· 
ab ·tr a~t~ · depersonaiized, un~reative tasks and even ari active 
opposition to all kinds ·of creativ1ty,u 19 This is so. since~ .'· 
of course; the creative act, is the p~rsonal act, the act 
of a cor,crete individual an d ~wch an inclividual act is dis- ' 
missed out of hand as invalid i n _tbe scientific realm~ 
It is inte~esting to take note of the fact that ev~ri 
some sci~ntists recognize that t he objectivity d~manded ' and 
c1aimed by science itself is artificial. Consider tbe 
following: 
Naturalists · may attempt to achieve a · scientific 
o~jectivity toward the creatures they st~dy but 
fortunately for ·editors \hey ihvariably fati. Some~ 
such as observant J . Frank Oo~te~ make no attempt 
to hide . their f~elings t6ward an animal; Alan M. 
Beck, gathering data for his doatorate at John 
Hopkins Universityt care(u1ly recorded for days the 
feeding times and places of _ a ~tray dog but admits 
he selected the dog and named hfm 'Shag' because •1 
hed become fond of him," Affection and . compassion 
p~~vade most of these ar\icles~~e~en · the annoying 
mosquito wins Marston Bate's admitattgn for .its 
ihgenu1ty in findtng breeding sites.2 __ ..... __________________________  
lBMarcel. Being and Having, p~ 35. 
19sabriel MarGel, The Mysterl of Being, 2 vols~ 
(Chicago: Henry Regnery Co. , lg6~), 1:38 . 
2 0 A l a. n Tern e ·s , e d • , . A n_t s , I fl d ic ans an 9 L i t t 1 e D i ~-0 ... 
saurs, p. 7. 
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Alt hJugh it is ossible tat pure o jecttvity · 1s _Im-
possi ble i n any r uman activity {1 clu d1.ng 1c i ence) Marcel 
make ev ~Y effort t~ petnt out _t hat ~uch a emand is absurd 
within the , hil os<;>phical realm . 
Imp1foit tn scientific t ~Jught is the assu•ptfon of a 
kind .of _tra nscen dent nah•r':.! -Of ma~, exemplified in the ph ilo-
so~hi~a l __ cemmunity by "t he illusto · of the hilasopher as 
taking his stand on some he i ght wher e he has abstraat2d from 
his own experience, where he has put si de such things as 
unworthy of consideration •• • f or the ric hness of experience 
he is 1ubstituting mere abstract sc hemas and far from trans-
cending experience. he has not yat reached t he stag e of 
grappling with it.»21 If a philosopher is sincerely con-
cerned wit h reality and witb att end ing to th at w~ich is real, 
it would , Marcel sugges ts , at t he very least see m worthy 
of consideration that the one who 1s concerned with such 
things ~ught to take ~nto ac~ount that reality with which he 
is in closest contact-~his own, Marcel furth er suggests 
that t his surprising ignere - anca af the fu ndamental r ea lity 
permeating any possible r ea lity has to do with t he tendency 
ta tranif er the definitions and the categdries that are 
valid to the purely objective, scientific wor~d9 into a realm 
of discourse where th ~y do not properly apply. 
Marc el viaws ,the charact~rist ic of objective validation 
,. __ ......., _____ ,...,.., __ ____ ......_....,.__
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.. 
then~ as hav ing the i mpl ici t effect of rej-ec\.,io n· of reality. 
He says ~ 0 1n a worl d li ke o~i own which is becoming more 
and more completely subje cted to the Jomain of objective 
'knowledge and · s c ientific ·C:echnique, eve ry th ingt by an a] .. 
most fatal ne6es sity, te nds to fall out as if t his obser-
vation o, our sii..uatio11 ' f rom the outside were a rl~al possi.-
bility . 1122 
A consideration of Marcet•s View of the wcantempo ra ry 
situation has revealed the situation of the presen9e of a 
iingular intellectual c11fflate and hi~ objections to thJs 
situation. The general objection Is that su~h an intellec-
tual . singularity is not capable of dealfng with the p1enum 
of · r ,:'!ality. More specifically, the objection _ is th .at 
sci ent _i f .i c though _t cuts off accas·s t-0 imtned i ate rea 1 i ty ii 
rejects . metaphysics .out of h·and, . and results in a human 
situation of despair ~ Marcel comments on this situation, 
' ~FoQdamentally~ we are in t~e sftuation of a man who has 
just perceived that the key with which he hop•d to open 
a certain door wi11 not , after a11~ fit into the 1ock.u23 
In the following ch~pter ~e will present Marcel's 
alternative to siogt 11ar1ty in thought and its re pe.r-cus .. 
sions. What will be the nature of thit alternative? In 
22zbid., p. 250. 
231.b..i!!.·~ P~ 136. 
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his own words, 0 the key for which I shall be look1~g to o,en 
my d~or will be, 1n the widest sense~ the idea of p~rtici~a-
tion--sharing, taking p~rt in, parta~tng of;u 24 
24-11-.·..1 ~-, p . 137 . 
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CHAPTER TWO: THE MARCELIAN POSITION 
Marcel's work, as a body ~f Rhilosophical thought is 
not~ to anyone even superf1cia11 .Y acquainted with rece nt 
phenomenological/existential philosophy,1 particularly 
unique. What is uniq~e is not so much what he says but 
where one is led through his work. Marcel often metaphor-
ically refers to man as "an itinerant wayfarer,« 2 and it is 
perhaps not merely ¢OiBcidental that an understanding rf hts 
wort seems to involve one less in a study and more in ~ jour-
ney. This sense of sharing, of accompanying Marcel on a 
I 
journey is heavy with signifieance and bears witness tr the 
important role which participation plays in his thought. 
It is this tentra1 idea Qf participation which colors 
and motivates Marcel's peGultar method of presentation r More 
im.portant than the obvious fact that the major port ion of 
Marcel's work is in journal form is that Marcel prefers to 
"show" a point or a notion rat ber than lo merely talk about 
it abstractly. This is due, according to Marcel. both J to the 
peculiar approach appropriate to metaphy~i~al subject matters 
1A1though acknowledging the phenomenological aspects of 
his work, Marcel prefers his thought be labeled 'oeo-socratic' 
if it must be labeled at all. He is very unhappy with the term 
existentialism, since he prefers that his . work not be mistaken 
as being of the sort of the popular existentialist, Jean~Paul 
Sartre. However, a label of this sort is popularly applied to 
philosophers such as Heidegger, Jaspers, Merl&au-Ponty, etc., 
with whose philosophies Marcel•s is broadly in a~cord. 
2Jhis is the central idea behind Marcel's Homo Vi~tor~ 
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and to the peculiar orientation .r~quired of the subject 
approaching it. 
This 0 sbowi~g" is acc~mplished to varjin~ degrees bf 
jjf~ct4venes~ ' th~o~gh ~etaPhor~ · th~ reco~nting of be~~6na1 
e~p~rien~ei, · siory~tellin~, etc~ · It ~s this ra~~•r discon-
~erti~~ method
1
of ~~esentati~n whie~ seems t6 engende~ sus-
. . 
pic~on ' and/or · ~onftis ·ion in ' manj who habiiually equate no~-
o.bjective with irrational withaut .consideri~g · the possibility 
of any n~~be~ ~f entiti6~ ~hos• characte~s are not . of the 
so;t wh~ch p~r~1t of objective e~pos~tion. As M~. E•rle says, 
"It is a mist•ke ie sup~rise t~at since we cannot des~ribe objec-
tively th~ cha~acteristtc br experience we have in mind that, 
therefore, we can . have nothing 1~ mirid.»3 · 
C~rtainly, it ts th• cas, that ~1th the contemporary 
dominanc• of linquistic analysis and the logieal positivist 
school of philosophit thought that a philosophy such as 
. . 
Marcel's s~ems out of dat~, e~~n primitive. However, to con-
sider this conte~pdra~y philosophic preference as Jnythtng 
other than a prejudice ·would be, for any-one sincerely engaged 
tn the philosophic endeavor, a cleat case of apostasy, 
This discuss ion of method~o 1 ogy is important as an intro-
duction to a philosophy ' s~ch as Marcel's si~ee it m~st be 
~ade clear that his method t~ not of the sort that is arbi~ 
trart1 y chose .n and emp 1 oye~ but is rather developed 1 n accord .. 
3Earle, Objectivlli, p. 37. 
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ante with th• demarids of metaphysical ·subject matter. As 
Martel puts it, " ••. we must exclude the idea that the mind 
can, as it ~ere, objectively defi~e the ' structure of re~lity 
and the ri regard i t's e 1 f as qua 1i f 1 e d, to 1 e g i s 1 ate for · i t". 
My" own idea -was; on the ·contrar-y~ that the · undertaking bad 
to 'be pursued withtn ·r~~ltty itself, t~ which the philosopher 
' ' 
can ·never stand in the ·relatiOnship of an onlooker ·to a pic-
ture.n4 , 
MarGel puts fotth ·his aPRroach~ then, as one which is 
proper to it •s subject matter (not, in -cidental ly. ·proper to 
all subject matters as the scientific m-ethod seems to claim 
for itself). His approach 1s not --indiffe 'r.,ent to the · subject 
' ' 
' ' . 
matter but ~ather takes ·into actourit its nature since tt is 
the ass~mption or submission to~ position ·wtthin concr~te 
reality since, of tout~e, in the case of metaphysics, s~ch a 
position is logically and existentially p~esupposed and only 
through a blatant disregard for human reality m~y· any other 
position be assumed. Thi-s; of course, means that Marcel will 
. . 
be edneerned with concr~te, individual experience~ in direct 
contradiction to the banishment of such ex~erienies from the 
realm of scientific ·validity, Marcel says, "The philosopher•s 
vocatton consists in h{s personal ~esponse to a 'call' which 
demands of him that~ in parado~1cal co-0peraiion with the 
spirit of universality~ he have arid pay attention to concrete 
4Gabri e 1 Maree 1, The _Pb i 1 oso~hX of . Ex is tenee, trans. 
Manya Harari (New York: Ph1losop-1cal LibPary, 1949), pp. 27-28. 
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exp-eri~nce . 115 
-It would be a mi s.unders tandi .ng to cons true from this 
I 
; 
statement th at Marcel w~shes to dictate the '~roper' subject 
matters of philosophy. On th~ ·contr~ry, M~rcel would _a~ree 
that the vocation of philosophy commits ooe "to .open the 
sphere of reality to whatever we know and not to restrict i t 
to ,phys i ca 1 · objects, nature, part i eu 1 ar tempera 1 ~vents, ~tc. 
There can be no a priori ruling upon which types of objecta · 
are real aod which ~re not ." 6 .this consittutes the spirit 
of universality which is the appropriate attitude for a p~il-
osopher. 
Certainly one of the major thrusts of the quoted state-
ments of Marcel noted here is toward the goal of pointing out 
the inadequacies of vario~s methodologies for dealing with 
metaphysical subject matters, and a definite suggestion that 
it is at the level of ~xtstence where clues may be found~ 
He says, "The more we lay -stress on the object as such, on 
the characteristics whjch, in as much as it is an object, 
make it up; on the intelligibility with which it must be 
charged if it is to give a line of approach to .the subject 
which faces it, the more we shall be obliged to leave the 
existential a~pect in darkness~" 7 It ts through br inging 
5aabriet Marcel, Tragic Wisdom.•nd Beyond, trans. S. Jolin 
and P. McCormick (Evanston: Northwestern University Pr~ss, 1973), 
p. xx i . 
6Earle, ~bjectivi.!:£, p. 154. 
7Marce1, The Mlstery of Being, 1:26. 
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to light these existential · asp-cts that -Ma~ce1 hopes .to shed 
light on traditional mdt~pHysica1 co~cerns~ 
Having made these general i~troductory comments tb a 
l ·presentation of Mar~el~s pos iti$ ~~~the · pr~serit;tiori · itself 
' ' 
lt vd ll ,cons -ist ··of · two general 
parts: · ('1) Marcel's distinct ion ·between mys.tet y and prob-lem~ 
. ~ ; ' 
and (2) · Maree 1 's dist i net ion -between pri ma:ry ·and secondary 
reflection. · ' • ! " 
M_yste~-~- and_ Problem 
Having dealt with Marcel is criticisms of various charac-
teristics Qf scie .ntific tho -ught {ChaptQr O;ne) which he con- -
· sidet"s inappr-opriate to or oangerous to _the _h.uman sttuatio ·n. 
we must new concern ourse 1 ves with , those part i cu 1 ar ar.eas 
. ~ ' ; ' 
of 1 ife and those , partitul _ar subject : matte.rs to whie,n he is 
'· ' 
-a.lluding. 
Oesp 1,te the modern tendeu_ey t<> i gn_ore -ott d~grad ·e as 
pseudo, trad it i ona 1 metaphys _ic al question s re :m.a i,tl een.tra 1 to 
f.1arce 1 • s work. The meani n,g .of , 1i f e ,. the phenom.~non of 1 ove 
. ' 
and fidelity, the terr~rs of death, an~iety, despair and 
I • • ; 
suioide--these and many other very teal human concerns ate of 
pr i m~ry interest to r,1arce 1 as are the trad it i ona 1 .m~taphys 1 ca 1 
~encerns--the mind/body q~estion~ freedom, etc., and one and 
all are~ for him, considered in terms of mystery~ 8_. 
8this term, perhaps more than any other, is responsible 
for a gen-e'ra.1 mi sunder st-and i-ng of • the thr :us t of Maree 1-' s 
phi 1 osophy a~d too often r~s u 1 ts . in it ·being : categorized as 




The .word 'mystery' ts not in favour with most modern phi1o-
sophers. · It is important to clarify, t ·herefore, that tne 
t~rm is not ; sed in th• sense ot referring to dogmas of 
faith or revelations of God. S~ch an understanding of the 
term might ~ead some readers to sup pose -that ~arcelian mys-
tBries are not subjett to the canons of logic or rationa1ity, 
and any such - understanding of the term must be put aside · if 
one is to achieve any notion ·of what Marcel is trying td re-
veal in using this term . 9 
When one experiences a mystery, it, at first. appears 
to be merely a problem which is difficult to solve. Cons1der 
the following situation: I am involved in an i ntimate rela-
tionship with another person but despite all my effort and 
the many and various ·tactics I employ, the relationship simply 
does not "come together~; something is wrong and I struggle 
to analyze the situation, lay out the pieces and put them 
together aga~n in a harmonious configuration. Countless 
hours are spent turning the situation over and over in my 
mind--nothing works. This is, indeed, a difficult problem, 
More thari thist the more I grapple with the problem, the less 
sense it seems to make, until the entire situation seems to 
take on a sense of incredible absurdity. When reason has 
done its utmost and the relationship remains as much of a 
9Marce1 is often referred to as 1 the Christian ex isten• 
tialist• which · fs misleading since it is often interpreted 
as meaning that his phtlo sophical work presuppose~ religious 
belief · and this is definitely not . the case. 
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puzzl e as everi one possib1 next step is to ackno wledge · 
that · it makes no s~nse - ·-it is absurd--and throw it away .as 
useless .. , Th s, in fact, would ·bo th e approach · whic h would 
be ' take ccording to ·Marcel, by those who, have fallen into 
the spi rit ~f abstractiori and have resigned the mse l ves tb 
the ·domi ance of scient i ic thought (s ee vhapt er One). 
Marcel would ·have us note i n this sftua~ion~ ho e~er ~ 
a further phenomenon. Having performed the technocratic, ·· 
s ientific :analys1s of the situation and having been confron-
ted with the nrevealed absurdfty' of the sit~atibn and ·being 
prompted by the scientific attitude to reject ·the relation~ 
ship~ I find within ~yself a moit disconcertin~ uneasiness 
with this conclusio n; a feeling that something somewhere has 
gone very wrong . It is this feeling of uneasiness that Marcel 
would have us p~y atte ntion · tQ10 «nd he maintains II this 
j 
uneasiness is enough to show t hat there is in all th is some 
appalling mistake, some ghastly misinterpretation . nll 
Assuming, for the moment, that ·Marcel is cotr ect and 
that something has, indee d, gone ~rong; we shall now go ~ack 
and try to astertain where exact l y thi ngs have gone amiss . 
In so doing, Marcel wouid agree with Bergson that we· are 
philosophizing and t bat '" to philosophize fs to inve rt the 
10This 'p aying attention' is very i mport ant in Marcel's 
thoYght as we will see later. 
11Marce l~ The PHilosophy of Exist~nce, p. 12. 
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habitual ·direction of the work of .t1ought. 1112 
PerhaJs t e most obvtous Jhing to note is that a -human 
relationship is not a pbject:13 This recognitibn af ·our . 
exampl as a non-object · is - amazingly pr gnat 1th po~s . ili-
t 1, with me· ning. As soon as a 1 thfngri is .recognized as 
ly·ing outside of or unable to be ·· ontained within . the habi-
tua 1 object i v-e appro a h to knowi. g, .-we are s .. r.uck y :the · 
uniqueness and exciting =potentfality -cif the 'thing~~ As 
Jaspers puts it ~ : "What is logicany ·'Jrriposst.b1e to accomplish 
in ;th~ usua1- s -nse of :kno~ledge is nonethele~s ph11osophica11y 
possible as increasing ' lucidity of a sense of being tota11y 
different from all determinate knowlodg~. We enter the 
vlid .·st · re ·alm o · possibility. "14 
Considering our hu-man rei.,ationship furtller, we· find that 
the distinction between what is in me and what - is b fore me 
break ·down. It 1s this · peculiar characteristic whieh s~ould 
give m~ my first clue that this is not merely a difficult 
problem, it 1s not a problem - at a11~-it is a mystery~ A 
mystery 1s ~hat from which I cannot extricat myself, that 
f which · I am a. part attd. th1s · is why traditional -ep is -temo:-
12sergson, Int oduct1on to Metaphy~ i 5s, p. 28 •. 
l 3By . 'obj ect' Maree 1 a 1 ways i otend s the 1 i te-r ,a 1 meaning: 
something thrown or put in the way, so as to interrupt or 
obstruct the course of a per san or thing; an ob,tacle~ a 
hin ·drance -. · 
14Karl Jaspers, Philasophy of Existence (PhiJadalph1a: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1971). · Trans~ Richard f. 
Graba1J-. . p. 19, 
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1 g1c=1 approac es (rationalism~ analysis~ scientifi c method, 
etc .) db no work and -~ yr must acknciwl~d~e thi s fact and · 
wofk ·frbm wi~hin the mys tery , in accordance witi my ~eiultar 
situ tion a inex ritably bound ·up with it. As Mr. Ga11aGber 
ma'ntains, · '' to ph-iiosophfie 1s not o f l e f ro m the itua-
ti'o into the ari certaintie s of pure thought . ·· 15 
' Per aps nswerfng more to _ our example , but yet ·appl i--
' ca le a mystery itself 1~ ·the following co~ment, nknowledge 
he rs en univ ersals; love r ~~eals the singular; lovirig 
irn'owl e'dge 'i's the definition of ·p.hilosop hy , 11 16 
. . 
Our example of a human relationship hasp ' rha~s given us 
a clear enough idea of Marcel's n~tion of mystery so that we 
an now ~ov away from the specific example to a more general 
tr atment of the notion. Our goal in this s.ection is ulti-
mately to xplain Marcel 1 s statemint · th-t «th important point 
of this distinction (b~tween mystery and prob l em} ·1s not to 
d~~igra te objective knowl~dge, but to reveal metaphysical 
ko·owledge as that wh'ich m~st be treated as mystery . JJ17 
To· c nter our discussion on the topic once again, let 
us r~state o ·r noti~n of mystery: a mystery is ~omething in 
which I myself am involved, and it can theref ore only be 
15f<enne·th . T ~ Ga 1 ~ agher ,: The P.h i1 oso~hy ,of _ Gabr 1 e 1 Maree 1-
( New Vo_rk: Fordham University Press, 196 }, p. 14. " · · · 
16~.M. Tonon, "Gabriel Marcel and Tbe Spirit of Ab~trac-
tion,11 -Seni_or Honors Thes .is, Utiiversity of Wisconsin-Green Bay, 
unpublished ·. ·· · · ' 
17-Marce 1, A Me_taph _,YS i ca 1 Journa 1, p. 91, 
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ti ought -of as a sphere where the d1s-inct1on between what 
is in me and what is .bef re me - oses its meaning and its int~ 
tial val·1dit~. Certainl, t1e my s;;.y that s ue traditional . 
metap hysica questi ons as t ose conce. ned ijfth freedo 1, com-
mitment, th . mean·ng of life~ the eKistence of Ro ; are of 
t e sor~: th;;.t there is n objectiv - s:an.dpoint \"hich I can 
adopt o a s~er sucli q{Jes ions. I am involve d in an· inse .. 
para · e ·from that ab ut \'1hich I am asl'ing . ·Whether I am free 
or whether I am to believe 1 Goat can never be decided on the 
basis of verifiable evidence which can get apart from my 
willing, feeling and dectding self. Thus, a mystery is .ua 
prob em wt ich encroaches upon its on data, invading tbem, 
as it w .re, and there by transcending 1~se fas a simple prob-
l em.1118 
The contefi rary distast~ for metaphysics may be explained 
y t e historic 1 fact tat philosophers , ave 1ot been able to 
asn .er its questions or -solve it prob1em-s. Is it not possible 
that a ·ey to this frustr~ting situa~ion is tha- rn taphysics 
oes not deal with problems at a11, but wit mysteries? As 
Gallagher points out , "met aphysic 1 questions ceaselessly 
renew them:elves. The 1 are not susceptible o- - as iution in 
a· y prope r sense. On the contrary, there is a prevaili ng 
impression of an inexhaustible profundity, of depths which no 
amount of tho ught can fathom . The best that we can de i s to 
lBMarc~l, The PhiloS~RhY of Existence9 p. 8. 
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locat ou,s lves wit in ~he mystery i ut this can hardly be 
sai~ t b~ a soluti n."19 
•~ ar~ antic1pat·ng th. ~ubsequ.nt o~t1on of this 
-ha +er when we uo":~ Marce -1 , 11Pa har,s I c · best ex 1 i 1 · my 
ntinual aid aentAal mq aphys1~a1 ocoupat1 n by saying 
a acity as subject 1s r latQd t a , ea11ty which c nnot in 
this ontext be ragardad as- .objeq i,e yet wh1eh ·1~ persis · 
~ent 1y required and r·cognized as real . "20 
We hav now ar ived a. t~e central Marc lian · issue: 
How i:) knowledge 1, the s flare of mystery possi ,le? How are 
we tl think par 1c1pation? 
________________ .,...,... ____________  
19s ·a 11 agher, The PhJl osoph~:, of Gabriel -~arc~l, pp. 37-8. 
20~arcel, T e Phil_gsophl of E~is_tence, p. 127. 
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Primary Ref 1 ecti on and Sec_ondar.y Ref 1 ect 1 on 
Our consideration in the previo~s section of Marcel ts 
distinction between mystery and problem was rimarily ex-
pressed in negative terms. However, knowing what a mystery 
is _no_!:. is insufficient. Toward the end ; then of ciarif_y1ng 
what a mystery ~~ for Marcel, the example introduced in the 
first section of this chapter
1
wlll be used again. 
As alluded to previously, a mystery appears initially 
to be a particularly difficult prob1emi However, upon re-
f1ection21 it is seen that the distinguishing characteristic 
of a mystery 1s that I am unable to extricate myself from 
it--I. that is , my concrete being ~ is bound up with a mystery. 
It is possible, of course, for me to approach a mystery as if 
it were merely a problem. This constitutes an implicit de-
nial of tbe presence of a mystery. What does this lead to? 
When one22 treats a hQma~ relationship, far example, as 
a problem , one is unconseiously applying the method and pre~ 
su~positions of problem-solving. This means that the rela-
tionship is viewed as a thing, more or less similar to any 
other th1ng, i.e., objecttffable (it 1s over against me); 
analyzable (may be broken down into simple component parts}; 
- - - -~- --·- - -
21The term 'reflection• is used in the Marce11an sense 
as will be sp- ificallY shown subsetjuently. 
221t is interesting ~o note that Lhe very language used 
in explitat1ng a problem-solving approach is different ftom 
that used when deal 'ing with mystery: the for .. er encourages 
use of the neutrals: 'one.' •the,' etc~; the latter the per-
sonal: 'I,; 1 me, 1 etc. · · 
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conceptuaJ1zable (a .universal). 
Uncritical acceptance of .these presupp~sitions -eter.-
miaes not only one's approach to {in this case} a human r-ela-
tionship but more significantly ' for Marcel), one's attitude 
toward it . Given these pres u-ppos it ions, the person , is tru 1 y 
a 'one'. That is, the approach 1s e~playable by any o~e at 
all. The result of this attitude parallels the approach in 
that !rrl relationship, the relationship in which l ·am supposed 
to 1 i ve, is transformed into II some th 1 ng of the kind 're .a-
t 1onsh 1 p' ~" All "compa ents~ .of -the ttprob1emtt have been 
effectively neutralized--there is no concrete individual~ 
no concrete relationship--in fact, nothing real .is left at 
a 11. 23 
Perhaps the most importa t aspect of this situation for 
Marcel, is the fact that the 'one', 1n extricating himse lf 
from the mystery-treated-as-prQblem; in neutralizing himself 
to the point where he is effectively any one at all, has trans-
formed the ~elationship into a spectacle of sorts and an ab-
surd spectacle at that. As Marcel puts it: "It may happen 
that I disregard my involvement (or, indeed, never recognize 
it) and turn myself into a neutral _spectator. 6~t this change 
of front carries with it the risk that the whole may also tend 
to appear , to me as a pure .spectae le; and es pee i a 11 y . in the 
ease of a love relation~hip (as is the example employed here) 
-----~~~----- ---- ~------'-----------~ 
23see Marcel's Homo Viator, PP~ 68-79 . 
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• spectacle 1acking in ~ense . u24 
At this point! one may e\ther · reject tha relationship, 
i.e,, di s solve it, due to its a~peatanc~ as ' absurd , or re-
flect upon the situati~n furlher.25 Mar .el has an ex~l)ctt 
explanation for the one choic~ or the other. Hci mrintains 
that fec11ng {or lack of it) ·1s that which is r -e·spons .ible 
for either abandoning the re 1at ionshfp (1aek of feeltri~) ~r 
the decision to move beyond the problematic stance through 
reflection (~resence of feeling). 
Feeling is, for Marcel, ~hat whic~ is left over, ·the 
residue, so to speak, which is found when reason has gone 
as far as it can. It i s that which belies the presence of 
mystery; that which points toward the presence of a value 
which cannot be revealed by the problem-solving approach . 
To return to our example~ the decision 26 to reflect 
upon the relationship is motivat~d by a feeli 1g which results 
in a reco~nttion that thete is som~thing more than that 
revealed by the problem-solving ' approach . It is the feeling 
that there is a valuable reality beybnd What appeat~d through 
the problem~solvfng method as a mere absurdity. 
Bound ijp w1th the presence of feeling and the reflection 
--- - ------------ -
24 1 i d ' u 17 Marc:e ~ Be -~g an '12v i f!--9., p. • 
· 25A third alternative. of course, is to retain the rela-
tionship with - its absijtdity, but this seems to be a1 obviously 
"dead.end" alte~native. 
26This may or may not be entirely conscious~ 
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ft ' demands is t he ackndwledgemjnt of a value which is worthy 
of a moving beyond the i'ni'tia·1 att~mpt (the . problem ,-solving 
·proce •ur ) to 0 come t gripsn with the relationship. ··· 
Marcel puts · it this way, .,"I make mJ, ment a l ef for t be .. 
·cause something -rea l , somethi ng ·valuable, is at s take. :Re-
fl~ction is neve r exerc1ied on thin ~s that ~re not w6rth the 
trouble of reflecting abotit. "27 
As soon as the ~venue of ~eflection ·1s embarked upo~, 
·thi s change of "at titud e chjng e~ the approac h. The 1ni t ia1 
disso lu tion effected by the prob l ~m~solv1 ng atti tude is · 
over-come, i .e. ~ th e artif1ctal sep aration of my se l f from 
my re 1 at i onsh i p ,., i th another i's abandone d and my invo 1 ve-ment 
is recognized and embraced. · This is necessar11y ~o due to 
t~e ver y nature of this seoond refle~ tion si nce it is "a 
personal act; aq act whic h ' nobody e lse is able to undertake 
in my place or on my behalf. The act of rel f ection is 
linked t as bone is lin ked ·with bone in t he human body, to 
li ving experi~nc e; and 1t is import ant to understand 'the 
n~tu~e of that lint." 28 To put it succinctly, the verj aet 
of reflection s ituates me back wb~re ! bega n(~" 1mmed1aty) 
before the prob lem-solvin g attitude wai assumed~~in a con-
crete individual experience~ That is, I acknowledge my 
involv ement, which was, tif ~ourse , pr esen t throughout the 
27Mar c:e 1, The M_ys,te_n, of Be 1-'!9., l: 97. 
28 · • ·. lb 1 d_. , p. 98 . 
. ' .,-. 
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p•oble~~solving activity~ but not acknowledged. 
This fact of not ha~1ng acknowledged the mystery does 
not , q -~ cou r se l> a 1 t er i t s ·-e i n q_ a .. y s ~er y t bu t i ' ~ o es a 1 t er 
the manner in ihich it cippears o me. 
Reflectior is nothina . ther than a kin of at tention-~ 
.,_f \ -
an attention directed toward that whi ch resis~M prob l em- . 
solving method .1ogy and thi attention (as opposed to the 
non~ac'nowledget ent of mjs'ery intrinsic 1n oroblem-solving} 
eveals ·(or adm"ts revelation f) something va1ua le . some-
thing concrete , somethi rig almos overwhelmingly real . 
It mtist be clarified at ~hi s oint, that th~ Marcelian 
use of the term •reflection' is unique. arcel distinguishes 
two tinds of reflectton which he calls p ~imary reflection and 
secondary reflection. Both types of reflec t ion are epistem -
ological in character & i.e . , both are ways of becoming aware 
of something. The di scussio n of reflection cdrried on in 
this section up to this point has been a discussion of what 
Marcel terms s condary reflection. · It is absolutel y neces-
sary, if we ar e to unders and the epistemological significance 
of Marcel's philosophical wotk> to now embark upon a fairly 
detailed e·lucidation ,of the most important Marce lia1, distinc-
tion betfeen primary reflettion and secondary reflect1on~29 
--~--- - -~-------~---- ---~-
291 should like to make note that in a single place, in 
a single work> Mar~e1 distinguishes between knowledge arid 
know1 g- equating the former ~ith secondary reflection; the 
latter with primary reflection: »we must say then that 
thought is i nside existence~ th,t it is a mode of existence 
w,hich is pr1vf1eged in be ing able to make abs ·traction f rom 
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ln beginning our diseusstan ·o'.f. primar:y . arul '· secondary 
reflect i en, we €an now ·attempt an answer t'o the qu:e$ t 1 ons 
posed at the ert'd of the - f'irs ·t · sect 1011 of' t ·h 1 s chapter, i ~ e. ~ 
"How ts knowledg ·e in the .sphe.re ·of ' mystery poss1b1e? 0 How 
are we to: t'hink participat ·1on? 11 · WJ~ .are :,ttfi'n~i ,ng ,J.?artjc,ip~ti~ ,~-
when we a.re· engaged fn . secondar .y · ref .lee-tlon and · knowledge . in 
the sphere of myst ·ery · ls possible in · seeondar .y refle('!tion -
thr9u9:f\ pr imar.y refleot ·ion •. Th f :s is the Ma·r .ce l fan answe .r to , 
these questions, the · f~l1 meani~g of which will be clarifl~d 
in the disuusston ·whith fbllbwf •. 
What is meant b'y the : st at ·ement', . "secondary ref l~et ion .!!. 
thinking · par .tieipation? ·t• First. s,econdar:y reflection t.s that 
sort of thought wh'tch is appropri a-te t ·o myster .y and; as wa 
have seen earlier. mystery · ts involvement. ln acrknowledgtng 
. -
myst~ry then, t.e*, e~baPiihg upon seeond~ry refl~cti~n •. one 
1s, . at ' the same ttme ·and of lecessity; thinkfng pa~ttc1~atfon, 
i~e •. ~ mystery~ Myster -y, par -ticipat ·ton and se~ondar .y refl'e~--
tlon all ' are means of expressinl vaPi~us aspects · of the same 
thing and any one presupp~ses the other~ 
Perhaps a f(H-1 words more _otA·ght to be said toncer.ning 
involvement {my factual~ concrete state wit .hiil a m-ystery) 
itself 3ua existence~ and this f,0'r . strictly,-.lim.ited · purpos ·es. , 
It woul not be untrue to say that thought involves in this 
s·ens-e .( pr frnary' ref le.et ion} a sor .t of 1 i .;.,. ,o.ti- ra ·ther a· sort of 
fundamental blindness; but the blindness disappears in propot-
.,. ''" ,_tion as it is ~€eompanied by kno.w1edge; whi.c.h t take to mean 
the return to being (seconda~y ~ef1~ction}. Bot sueh a return 
c~n only be made tnte 11gib1e if the initial b11ndness ·has b~en 
ek~licttly recognized." Marc~1~· 8efng · an~ H!vtng~ p. l8. 
' . . • . s; ~ , . ~ 




aod par .t'icipati -on (tf:l.e activity of. .secondary reflectio ·n toward 
the .goal of knowledge within .a ,mystery).. O.ur example of a 
haman,_relationship is one ,which c.learly ·exhi ·bits the above . 
characteristics .. "e-lationshi'p, of c.ourse, actually rnean-s in-
volvement and lack of -pa-r-ttcipation wi-thin ·a relations.htp et:-, 
fects loss of any -meaningful use of .,the- ter.m. 
Marc-el presents .m~ny exa ,_p1es of myst.ery, $-ome ~f ·which " :,·> 
I :: 
exhibit j iu st as c.lear1y :th~ charicteris~ •ie ·s ,of · i nvo lv ·ement . , , · 
and ·pa~ttcipation as our · ex · mple: fide11ty~ .hope, despair$ · 
and faith . These examp:les :(and our ot1n as well) althought, , 
of course, ;gem.tine mysteri .e'.:: are .yet fo ·r · Marcel µsed mor-e _as 
stepping stones .toward those mysteries ~1th wh1ch bis work ,1s 
more p~1marily concerned. , Tttese.:are the traditional ~etapby-
sical mysteries, such as -the e:xfstence of _God., the nature :of 
human· freedom, , the 11mtnd/body pt'"o-blemu. ,etc. -, and, ultimately, 
the nature of befng itself~ Through e1uc1datton of -the first 
group of mysteries, he -oopes · to movemore easily and intelli-
g•ibly to the second and then to th 'e ·third, even though, as he 
is careful to often and emphatically point out, the third is 
presupposed for and -is the foundation of a11 ,mysteries :and, 
indeed, of all · phenomena whatever. 
The se~on,d, group . of myste ,ries .. -traditional metaphysical 
questions, given oar extensive discuss1onof the first group 
of mysteri ~s .- .. c "l e at-ly are mysteries 1 n the Maree 11 an use .. of 
the term~ The question of th -e s~ope and nature of human free-




a pert df the ·queiti-0n and my activities and experiences may 
propePly 1 be ' brought ·to be~r on ' th~ questicrt. Answers to this 
q>Uesti'ori hav -e an enormo ,us, impact' . on my 1 ife; •ht"deed, may 
,de·te -rmi.rre ;its ent i're 'cih'ar -acter,, I can·,not, ·therefore; mean .. 
1n·gfu11¥ e-xtri'cate the ·facl ·of -my immedi"ate, concrete b:eing 
from, the :question. I~ a·s tbis particular; e-mbod1ed be1n:g30 
am f 01101 ved in th ;f s , quest i o-n be.ftfre l ever begin to , re:eogn i ze 
the n·eed . f '.or or the possibility -of a 11pl-dlosophical ·1nvesti-
·gation" of'. the · ·qu.estiotr an·c Mar-eel w·ishe :s· no:t en1y to draw 
cur ~t ·tenti~tl to the fa~t of our · a J?J\\fQJ"_{ fhvol ·vem·ent but to 
the necessity of out taki~g into --account this involvement 
.!! a ·pr i,or i · to a.ny metaphys ,i cal u.ndertak ing,. 
The -th 'ird type of m.ysterl ·, being itself, fs the ulttmate 
mystery fn the sense that it i•s - t'he absolute f .oundation of a11 
thought ' and altbou~h 1t ~rec•des , any thoight~ t.,,, is neces~ 
sari l y ~ er i or~ . to any - thought, Maree 1" seems to be ·saying ,· 
tbat 1t 1s practtca11y and fact~ally ackriowl~dged only aft~r 
asc-ndiAg certain levels of t~ought, i.e., immed1at• appre~ 
hells ion; . pr.·imary knowing, . secondary kn owl-edge. W-e sha 11 
r .etu~n to Maree l; s not ion of being · it se 1 f after we · have suf-
f i oient 1y ·c1arffied the .Marceli 'a·n distinction between p.r1mary 
re ·flection .and seco·nd-ary reflection~ 
· Martel is a metaphjsician at a time when metaphysics ts 
011t of style,. s ,J:iJe, mi9n ·t e'ten say. extinct. The whole o:f 
30Marcel prefers the . ~hras$, "incarnate being~" 
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Marcel's work ts an attempt not merely to "save" metaphy-
.s i cs · as a va id i ntel lectua l enterprise, but much mor.e, im-
por-tai1t l y ( and• ambit 1 o·u·s ly) to • save mankind from the 1 os s 
of • those values which ~ould result from its ·abandonment. 31 
Prfmaty reflettt~n (~rob1em-so1vtn~; scie~tif1c method, ~to.) 
can- never • reveal value and a world wtrich· embraces primary 
reflection exclu~ively will ~according .to Marcel) be effec-
tively cut off f ► om it. :As Ear1e puts tt: "there · i's . no _ _........, 
factual descfipt1on of value~ whiih do~s not evacuate thos~ 
values of t .heir va lue~ There · c·,an tn;.ly be expressi ·ve and im-· 
perative statements · which c:oinmunicate how they fee ·1, bu-t do 
not stat •e the content of the feeling :as . a descriptive propos-
ition . Our· conclusion then is that ~bj~itive reality ts = 
valueles~, and nothing but dead fact~ 1132 This 11fe of dead 
fact which is the r-e~iilt -0.f blind fait'h ,in primary . reflection 
to the exc1 us .io ,n of any other manner of · knowing is oothi ng 
short ' of the ultimate . tragedy for Marc'el, and indeed . one of 
his most pow=erful works is dev<Yted exc .1usive1y to warn ·t'ng 
of .sbch an imminent tragedy.33 .. 
· The entir.e , thr .ust ·of Marcel's work is sss .enti ally a 
plea to mankind not to · reject ' pr imary reflection . and al1 : its 
.benef ·its; , but to recog -niz ,e · t'hat ·1t .is not the .final answer 
and its . u1t1mate repercussions wi1i be a humanly m~aningless 
32farl~, Objectivity, P~ 61. 
33rhts wgrk 1s ~aice l's r,agtc W1sdpm and Beyond. 
C 
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,1or1d of empty "knowing t at . ." , The plea is evident in the 
fc11ow1ng s atement, "Metaphysics _ is not a purely 1mpersona1 
c1ence, carried on fn !the .snug s curity of objective cate-
gor1e . It is a means of ·exocis1n _g despair. n 34 A w.or.1d 
without meta hysfcs , (secondary ·reflection) 1s ·a wor14 of dead 
fact, tpr1~ary reflection}, a world without valuesf giv,n over 
to despatr, This 1s what Maree. ts .determined to avoid. 
Given Marcel 1 s gr~at conG,:ern With th? necessity to .re-
e tabl sh secondary reflection . to ; 1ts pr-op.er place, he 0 how-
ever~ makes every effort to avoid what he ter~s - "an intrinsic 
art1f'icia1 duality" in mod-~s of . knowing, an insists that 
thefLe is no. need to completely aba ndon. either . primary or . 
secondary reflection. Each of the two ts -1mportant in the 
roper place. In faet~ they are not two different thing --
a 'thts• and a 'that'-~but rather (and here language makes 
difficult a e ear exp11cat1on), tio diff rent modes of the 
same thing. Marcel s~ysz "we must make a distinction here 
{discussfng primary and secondary reflectto) between the 
notions of difference and duality and to protest against 
every-day language which, hav1 ng to do above a 11 wtth phy-
sical objects, i evitably contributes to the confusion .of 
.di tference with dual 1 ty. "l5 Gal1 aghev- p-uts · 1 t th 1 s way! 
"Secondary . reflection ~iffers not · in the tn~trument of 
34Marcel, Being ·and Having~ p. 87. (My emphasis . ) 
35Mareel. I!!~Mys~ery of Bei,ng, 1:80. 
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ch6ught •whic h it tse s but in t he direction of the thought, 
Pr imari ref'l ec · i on tends to reify its cone . pts and i n doing 
so~ to ~tstra~t fr om exi~te~c ~~ se~o nda~y ref1e~t1~ri~ . i n 
rep1ung · ng into t h.e ocean'fG immediacJ fro m whic h -its con-
cepts are scooped up, · at the same ttme re- esta blishes th:e 
pr imacy of ·th e ex ist enti i.» 36 , The following quotation from 
Bergson may a1so he lp td ill~~trate this pofnt . nwe dis• 
tingui sh two differe nt w~ys· of knowing a th i ~~. the fir~t 
implies we move around an ob~ect ; the second th. t we· enter 
rit6 · It. The fiist depends -on ih~ point o ~i ew at ~hit~ 
we are placed and on the symbols by which we expfe~s our• 
sel ves. The second neither de.pend:) on a point of view nor 
r 0 1ies on any symbo1. 1137 
-~ hat i s imp 1 i c ·it in these sta tement s must · be ma-de exp li-
cti. We are not to s ~ppose we are on the horns of a di l emma 
in the dtstf nct i~ n of ~r1,a r y ' and sec6ndary r ef l ect ion. 
R th er we must recognfze their r e l at ionship, the app11cab111ty 
of one a~d th e other and the need for them bbth--neither ta 
th~ ·exc l us ton of the other. While it may seem that ·Marcel is 
attefupting to rejuva nate sec on ary r eflection at the expen se 
t prf maf y ref1ect1on, it on1y se• ms to e so stnce ft is 
secondary reflect l o~ ·which is in desperate need of r vival 
and, as Mare e 1 ·says, "my· work is concerned w 1t h k now1 edge in 
36 Ga 11 a9her, The Ph 110s01;1hy J>f Gabri ·el f1arce ,l, p. 43. 
37Bergson, Jntroduct ion t,o M~t ap,h_,lS ·i,c'"~• p. 1. 
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fts capacity to transc end objectivity.tt 38 So. while Marcel 1 s 
erl~hasis ii necessa~ily on sea~ndary refl ect ion, it ought not 
be. drawn °rom this that . Marcel lo ng for the daSLr uction of 
primary · ref1ecuion. Ater all~ Mar el does use th~ terr 
,,.., ansce11d' in his · ·quo-'-ed statement ' above; no.,· ;ides troy. a 
Marcel · also wishes ·o ma~e clear t -ac in many cases, 
prlmary r f .1- c-'··10.n is absolu ·ely essenti _al · n order for secon-
, ary ~ef ection to arise. Often i mes it is primary refl•ction 
~h1ch· µ · 1nts the way, to a r .. ystery, b·ut' Jts failure to nde'al 
convincingly 11 ·3 'lrith the subje -c-t matter .. In 'fact, Marc·el 
of-ten spea:s -of p imary re f ection as· a .1·1eve1 of t'hou ,ght" 
which transcends itself 'in secondat ·y reflection. 11Cart-ain y 
objective knowledge has its place but ~n y as an initial 
phasi in the 'ascending diale~tit' ! Objective knowledge is 
n~ither de:initfve nor total knowledge. In order to remain 
loya to l~~elf. it must transcend itself and give way to 
~he ontological mystery. ·zn tact, it points out its own 
incom~lete and imit ~d na ure.« 40 
There is a certa1n ilm ·gijity in Marcel's distinction 
between primary and secondary refection in that at times 
the 1 nguage e uses gives the impression that the one is 
~t , 
tota ly divorced from the ·other. For example, Mwe can say 
39sy thfs 1s meant that the subje ct feels the inadequacy 
of the problem-solving appro~ch. 
40Marce1, Being and Hayin9. p. 174. 
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that where primary eflection tends tQ dtssolve the unity,, . 
ex~~rience -which is first put b~fore it~ the function of 
se~ondary ef1ection is essentially ~~ee~~erative , ft recon-. . . . 
Cf'/·rs t 'hat · 1ty. 1141 This apparent dif'fic;ult _y, however, _is 
overcome when a grasp of the wfla,e of .Marcel's thought {as 
opposed to isolated quotas _here and the~e) is achieved. tt 
then ~ecomes clear that Marcel does :n~t· intend to say ~hat 
a radiea1 ivis1on exi.sts between th~ two, but . rathel" tha _t 
they ar ,e c; im- l .Y di ff e,rent--t.he' i nvo 1 ve a di fferen .ce 'In att ;. 
tude, but not a difference in nature- ·-and oftentimes they are 
complementary. The difficulty arise$ f~om 1anquaqe since 
lan guage is such that everything te~ds to be presente~ as 
either subject or redicate _, and q thou ~tht which must he 
expPessed in such a way ea not rev a1 tha presencg of befng--
or . ex1:n•ess its real meaning. The order · of- my·s.tery is both 
t ansobjecttve and transsubjective and, - as Marcel outs tt , 
"Ont~lcgic~l re111ty cannot be destgn~ted, but only a1luded . 
t().1142 
ft is ,n~cessary . for comolt:!ti'on of this explication of 
Ma~el •s epistemological . position re ar ·ding mystery~ to turn 
our attention to the conscious subject. For s1mplic1ty's 
sake we will use the term ·t_p~rson' tnrotr ·ghout this dfs~us-
sion to avoid the subjeet/~bject dt~hotomy and will mean by 
this term ~ 'sub5~ct-con.sefous-of-object 1 • 
----------------- ··---- ---
41Marcel, The Mystety ' of Being, 1:102-3. 
42Marce1, A Met,phys!cal Journals P~ 128. 
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To avoid misunderstanding, it must be pointed out that 
prima ry or secondary reflection does not "come over" a person 
in the sense that the person is completely passive. Thfs · 
co1fld not be farther from the truth . 'For Marcel, the person 
is always an active, fr-e.e43 .su-bject _and ·-very much in control 
(whether consciously or not) of his togritttve activity. 
Referring to the particular cQgnitive actfvity appro-
pri -ate to myste .ry, . Marcel says, "All raf"lection does not by 
any mearrs come to a halt in- mystery, but -we do have to adapt 
our inquiry to the new conditions a.nd employ the means of 
reflective inquiry suited t the mystePious order,n4 4 A per~ 
son, therefore, must not only choose to move beyond or trans-
cend primary rellectiou hut also, tn a very real sense, fs in 
control of the direction and position of his cognitive activi-
ty even after the mysterious o~der is recognized as 1uch and 
ipso facte he is tn the realm of secondary reflection. 
The pEU"'Son gua· subj-ect, l.,s, for Maree 1, always a respon-
sible subject. responsible fnr the kn~wledge whieh he gleans 
from any experience, situation, obj~ct, etc.45 
i believe Mr. Earle puts (•it very well, "The subjeet must 
43Freedom is a v·ery important notion in Marcel I s thought 
but beyond deacrfbing Marcel's idea of free, eognitive activity 
in a person, the larger notion lies beyond the scope of this 
paper,. 
44Marcel~ B!in9,and Hgv1ng, p. x. 
451t must b~ borne in mind that the subject and the object 
are Only discetnabie features of a concrete whole. the subject-
conscious-of-an•object~ They are not $eparable data. None of 
the m~mbers of the tr .iad are separable~ They are distinguisha-
ble but~ in ordinary cons~iousness. net to be found in isolation. 
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be open to the reality it would know. Nothing is automatic 
in ·the life of subjectivtty, everythin~ is free act. Every-
thin~ depends on cheice.~.on the inner dtrecti-0n ·and moiement 
' o·f the self ·. lt mus·t choose to . see and to k·now if it is . to 
s·ee or know· at all. n46 
' ' I 
And this ·is so whether ·one takes . the ~venue Qf :P~tmary 
ref 1 ect ion . o:r secondary .ref 1 ect 1on-.-t .h:e ·:p1?rson 'd•~t~rm1 nes, 
how a thing , appe ·ars a·nd .. :i.ndeed, what · appe .ars .: If w:e must 
-
atttibut-e · activity or passi .vity to · a.ny ~·¢ompone.nt o·f th:e whole . 
of ·'iubject~as-consc .ious-of~an-object,t :~t would have to .be 
s-tate ,d tb ·at ·;passivity 1.s 'On the . "side" ;~f the o·bj-ect. The, 
wo.rld ·cannot by its · .pr -essur .e force a · sub'ject . to -•re -c·o.gni ze 
it. Recog.n·ttion ·, i ~~-, . c.ogn1tion in its ,. ·expHci .t ·mode, rests , 
upon t -he free act ·of o.p,enin·g the self ., :·;,However, we .must has--
ten t ·o make C·lear at this point, b-ef.ore ,_;:any misunderstandin ·g 
. . . 
occurs ·, th ,at once the self . makes that ·eft .. O·i ·ee and ofjens its .elf 
to what 1s t ·here, -what 1t • sees is s-1mpi'y what i.s there . and ,, • 
ndt .what tt might wish to see. I,' .:. I ·t• 
; As· Jeanne · .Delhomme puts ~he ,mosf .-e~mplex situation of 
mysteriy: · ··11.There are a thous a-nd d 1 ff' e·re ·tj-t ways of exploring 
th e ontological mystery; the .re are .. an frtfinite number of 
concrete · appr ·o·ach.es to 1-t~ none of which : exhausts the inex .. -
haustible -concrete reality, .but each o~ _whfch testifies to _· 
the sam.e preseru::e. 1147 Ms. Delhomme•s sta tement implicitly 
46Ear\e, O~ject1V1tJ, ~. 54. 
47Jeanne Delhomme, Temo1gnag.e· et Dfale-ct1que, lri.· 
.• ·, 
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alludes to the •following statement of Marcel, · "(mine •} is ·a 
met·aphys •i cs • of !! are as opposed to ·a metaphys ic of J_ thhtk. 1148 
Ph1losophic u~iversa1ity ts thus r~alizid ' by the uhanimity 
{yet certainly not t ·he tdentfty) o·f ·testimonfalf wh:11e:: the ---
conditiQn ·of · the existing being is common to all, every exis-
tenci 1is person~1* · Phi1osophy (~or Marcel ~ tbe ajcending 
·dia ·1e.et'.ic · Of reflection .)' is the ; ·~oncret.e uni'ty of these · 'two 
e1emenis' or · the orttol@~ical · myst~~y. Tht~· root1ng of the 
ontological mi-~ety · in the coritrete -~st of neees~tty ·ehang• 
the · character · of the · knowledge ;whic'h fs athtev ·ed ·,n the sphere 
~f befijg; In this cas~ we have a flseience~ which caQnot pre-
sctnd from the singular; obvfuu~ly ft can only be analQj1-
ca11y simil~r to those sc1en~es which are constituted as 
sciences oy prescindh19 from the singular_. 
Metaphys ics,, is, for Marc..el, a d iscipli .ne pecu·liar- unto 
itself. It isi for one thing~ the only disci~lfne which is 
specifically concerned with that which is fundamental · arid 
foundational to, · as we 1 l as · pres opposed, but not acknowledged 
by, all other d isciplines;_ .. befn9.. t't is that dis ·cfplhu~ 
whose atte "ntitln ,is s.peeif.ic~11y directei1 towa~d mystery 11• 
~hethe r it be Individual ~ysterfes (~art1cu1aP instances of 
being) or tile absolute mystery ('being itself). As Jaspers 
.Puts it ·: '"philosophizing · is the expression of an encounter 
~ith being: This expre~s1on iakes two directions: a 
Existenti.alisme Chretian .{Paris ·: . Plon, 1947), p ... 200 •. 
48MatGe1~ Jbe My!tgry qf Betnq, 1110~ 
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reflection on the nature and limits of objective knowledge~ 
which .I call world orientation and a t~anscending th1nking 
in ·which being itself :comes to expression~ which I call ·meta-
physics.»49 ·1t is the peculiar naiu~e of metaphysics, i.e., 
the 'discipline wbos~ subject matter is being, that · is respon-
sible for its havfng fallen into disrepute in •he modern age. 
In an age where primary reflection (sc-Jent ·if1c method, . •problem-
solving approach, atc.) :has b-een embraced as the exclusive 
road .to know1edge, there is no place for a discipline whose 
subject m.atters resist this approach and, indeed,. ; are con-
s ·idered absurd or 11unreal 11 ~ i.e., pseudo-subject matters,. 
when approached in this manner. 'The subject matter of meta-
hys1cs 1s such that it cannot be analyzed. i.e ~, broken down 
1nto managea le -camponen parts; aspects cannot be separated 
off; experiences cannot be ·1 d1agrammed into in~e111g1b111ty. 
This does -not pose any difficulty for Mr. Earle , who says, 
«tf there .are elements ·n experience which cannot be sorted 
out neatly according to ·eategorical method~ then so m~ch the 
worse .for the categorical method. ,SO 
Considet the Martel1an statement : 
To postulate the meta~problematioal is :to postu-
late the primacy of being ever knowledge (not of 
being as asserted, but o( being as asserting itself); 
it is to recognize that ~nowledge is environed by 
being; that it is interiqf to it in a certain sense • . 
49Jaspers, Jhe _ Ph.il<?,s9.eh¥, O.f ~xist _e.rrce,, p .• 33. 
50Ear1e, QbJectivitt, p • . 52. 
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· From this i s t h~ -~t Jndpoi~ t~ c-~ t~a r j to what ep1s-
, temology seeks vainly ~o ,.establish. there e.xi~ts 
well a e\d t r uly a mys te ry :-of ,cognft ion; knowl edge 
1 s. cont i ng~nt f!Jfl a part f ~,ipat ion in. bEri ng for which 
· ··l'H) ep i'S temo lo gy can acco1tnt · bec t1use · it ' co ntinua 11 y 
presupposes it~Sl · _ 
' - • • '.. ' ~'1 
,G.a11ag~er says m-ueh the iame Utin§ _ b·ijt perhaps a bit mor-e 
: : i :. • I 
(;1ear1y, .,{ Phi losqpbieal refle .,t1 :on) .Js : eon~tit~ted around a 
given which, upon refleetiot1, not only does not beeome tran~ ... 
• •I • • ' • f ' ·, ! 'I , , ; • 
p~re ~t to ~~self, but is converted .,~to ~ distinct appr$hen• 
sion of, t ~o -not say ~ t_Qntradic;t'io_n, ~-ut a r-~di~ijl _ my~t~r-y 
which gives way to ~A antinont -Y as. soon as ~iscttrsi ,ve thought 
a~tempts to ~eduee it, 017, if you wish, · pro.blema .tize . it. u52 
.:James Collins; i'n the 1nt.,rodu~tion _to Mat,eel's B~ing and 
I • • • ·', i •· • : . • - ; . . I. 
·'' ! i;wing tries to expl fcate -Marcel's e_p·istem ·0lqgic.a1 positio .rt hy 
t . : . • ; • • 
··saying the following: "there mu.st be. ·a hold on the r .eal at 
the root of inte11igeu ·ee. His (Maree1•s) etistentiali~m _does 
' . , . 
not accept an irrationa11st $P11t between being and having1 
' • • • l- ' 
being and knowi~g . bQt r •equires _that the latter a.ct tran~-
pire at the heart of heing. M-art~l is d1s.turbed by the inade-
quacy of the concept t~ express existential reality, but he 
. . . : ~. ' . 
also grQpes toward some intellectual gtisp tipon the real whf~h 
will Pespect the latter . in its p,oper aetuality.rt6J 
. ' 
51Mareel, · Th~ P.~hil~s-oet\1; of Ex.istenee~ 11. 18. 
· 5.2Gal l agher t The. Pn 1 losephy _ of _ ,Gallri ~ l Mar~~ 1_, p,. 43 ~ 
•- • • I • ~ , r"• • • • • • • • 
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tual grasp upon the real whfc will ~espect (it) . in its pro~ 
per actua1ity, 1154 ·expla -fn·s;, 11Th~ dif -f.itu 1ty with 'Which I had 
' ' 
to cop.e wa-s that or c<;>nce iv ing . ,an or :·er · which, wh 1 e i r ,re .. 
ducib le to any objective constituents; would in no ,\>Jay he 
t::ain ·ted by an arbitrariness commonly believed to prevail on 
the lev~l of subjectiv1ty. »55 
, . 
The above is, of course, pot to be misunderstoo d as 
meaning that metaphys ical knowledge ··•~ ~~rely subjecttve 
kn~wledge as Marcel makes quite c1~~r~ 1 ~ •• (be,rig) is a ques-
tion of fundamental s·ituation; this 'fu-ndam-ental situ at ion o-a_n .. 
. ' 
not be an object; and it :might be said that it is not ·t~ b1 
,>:pr,ra i sed 1 n terms of a .s ubject/objaot d·i st i net ion. . tni ·nk · . ·_-, 
that there is no mo~e serious · erf'or lh in is f'es.pect than the . 
' . ..:: 
error of subjectif~ing;"56 And perkap~ ~~veA more ·c1ear ly, 
Marc.el says in another work;t llfor, ·in···ra-ct, tie are now at a 
stag ,e where we have to transcend the prfmary and fundamen-
tally spatiai oppos i tion between eite~ni1 and interna l ~ be-
tw·een outs i de and 1ns'fde. Insofar as, l really contemp1ate: 
a 1 ands-cape a eertah1 togetherness . grows up between the 
landscape and me. ·Gut th1s is th~ po:tni. where we can begin · 
to get a bett~r grasp .of that r egatha~t~~, or regroup1ng 
. . . . 
; 
·proc ·ess of whic h -I spoke ea.rlia r ; ts the state of -in-gather ... 
ednes .s 111:;.t, i n faet; -the very nteclnS by which I am .able to 
54Ibiq.,, p~ xiii. , 
55Mar-c-e1~ T. .e. ~xi -s;~~ntiaJ Ba,c_tc51r0Ufld, of Humafl Dig·ni _t,ls 
p. 25. 
S6Marce1, Trat1t WiJdom and fleypnd, p. 61~ 
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t ransc end t h · opposition of my in ner aod oute r worl ? 057 
In fact. Marcel 1$ saying tbat metaphys ical thought is 
tna hicn do· sand in fact musta tra~scend the su bje ct / 
objeet dichotom y of pr ob1~matic t hought . It is t hat sort 
of thought to whic h any such separation of parts becomes 
meahin less and , indeed, literally causes i ts "o~ject 0 to 
disappear . 
om co~mentater s on Marcel f ind all of this to be ex-
remely odd an even an absurd epilt~mological position . 53 
One can respon to sueh view~ no bett r than does Mr . Earle, 
"It is trQe that the idea of Being or reality is a very odd 
one.. ut it would be odd if it were not . After a11 0 we are 
dea ling wit h something which is essen~i&llX and necessarily 
unlike any other object in the wotld . Here. at best are some 
analogies and it is al most the case that anythin9_ in the 
world ca~ serve as an analogy . for Being . And whil~ anyt hing 
can serve. it is also true that none is anything but a point 
of sugge stiveness. and is radically false if take~ literally . 859 
Granting tne difficulties posed by language in the 
realm of being. Just wna,t .!!, this knowledge which Marc el 
t1aims is tleaned from secondary reflection? It is. as we 
ba•e seeb, a knowledge gleaned t hrough personal, individual. 
cone~ete persons . Is n•~ Mar~el ~ather remf~iscent of Prota-
17Marce1, !he ,Mlptery of Beinsj 1!158. 
58see espec·ially Marjorie Greeneis, T.he Existential 
Pb_i1 l~s~eh~tt • 
59Earle, Objecti.vt~Y .• ·p, 86 • 
. - . . ; 
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gora s? fJespite th- ..-arcelian claims to the contrary, . hasn't 
he "plac d" etaphysics in he realm of mer e subjectivity? 
At ti.is point, an att mpt wjll be made ri t so much. to 
sho~ in the face of these objections that Marcel is right, 
out rath er bow the criticisms are~~nat so much wrong-~but 
rather i!ler.i.ni gless ir the sphere . of mystery . i . e .. , baing . 
. ~:;., .
As unsatisfactory as the response to these questions may be,. the _ 
:· ;"'.< ., 
only possible response is, these questions make no iense; thei 
are completely unrelated to the sphere - to which they are di-
rected. They Ara asking for categorization and such . requests 
simply cannot be satisfied in the realm of metaphysics . 
This request for categorization is an implicit request 
fo r possessionfO, and it is nee ssary to point out that in-
tellectually, the only r . ality I •possess• 1s what I can 
characterize. Bu 't a :thought which proceeds i i this manner-
1 s a thought which never makes contact wit h being . Fer being 
, 
is uncharacter1zable . The point is that the questions are 
askin~ something of being whi€h it cannot deliver . , It is 
asking something akin to "What color is love?" Marcel makes 
this point by stating• ttto be cannot be a property, since 
it is to be that makes possible the existence of any property 
at all; it is that without which no property whatsoever can 
be conceived; it is to be that makes possible the existence ~---
60An important aspect of Marcel ' s wurk is the d1stinc• 
tion between being and having . However~ the seope of this 
paper does not allow of an in - depth explication of this 
fmportant Marcelian Dtstioction beyond reference to Marcel's 
epistemological approach . 
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of any property at a11 . 061 
The questicws lie solidly within the realm of primary 
reflection :and demand t he cle&P objects which are the only 
sort ~hiuh primary ref1 ~ction all~ws . The ostng of th~se 
questi.e.ns ( by empiricists,, ration ,a1ists. or whomever} are 
grounded ir. , the same falla1..y . Th~y mistake .partial notat ions 
for real parts • . confusing th point of view of arialysis and 
(for want of a b .tter term} of ·intuitio , of sc·1ente and 
metaphy sics. An in"tqition is esitedi yet by a str a,Jge 1n ... 
con~iste,cy this intuition is · sought in analysis~ which is 
the very negation of it. In a deepe.r _and ,cert&in1y :muc.h more-
Marcelian sense . such qiestioriers 1aek the necessary . per• -
sonal characteristic "of an ability , to ad,Jiiir --their intel ... 
lectual thrust is not really to kntuJ . bQt ·rather .to obtain, 
to possess, to 1 cage•.ri6 2 Sines for -Marcel metaphysics t~ 
only pessible tbrough · communion~ i t 1s tasy to sea why· be 
will declare t.hat · -thJl'l i nability to admire is a metaphy s ic .al 
fa u 1 t : 'i t · i s t .h e mar k of the i n • i s,p on i b 1 e 6 3 man • an a ' :the 
ind i sponible man cannot be a meta phy~ic1ar1,64 lt wou'ld 1 I 
believe -be not inap prop riate to cemment that tbe indtsponi• 
ele man ~,!111a93~J~1• attempts to gt1 ab - b.e1ng by the throat and 
' . 
3.•.,· .': ~· , ... • ·:' r-:. ; · . . ? ( ' it ·1 ,:., .... _ r .~ ~ T ... - i' ~,~: . j'g . 
Q 1Ma rce 1 t _T.JVL,t1a¥-~-~.~r:¥. a_f . B~.i 09., , 1; 23 .• 
02Jb-Ht., p . 91. 
63Marce1 refers tQ· that endowm~:fnt -of the pel"son in 
virtue of whi ch he is open t~ others · aBd to reality by the 
~ n. ·ransl atable term , ''dispQn i bil it s ." lSee Be i ,nj; an9 "Jia.vtn..,a, 
.· :} . 
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and si1-ake th · ruth o. o f i ,.·• so ·o SJ.leak, wl ila the ·t-r ue 
metaphysi ia _, i 1 o e asp-·t of his stance 65 {ard to bor r ow 
a bra f r om ~art in l ei egg r ), "Waits on be~.g ." 66 -
As s~at de ar ier, th~ chary of "-mere subjectiv•ity" 
make o ns e in the re~ lm of me aphysics . Perhaps, · however~ 
critics m y b 1 able ~a relat_ m re ea ily to he fo llowi~g 
state me ·:. of Gal iagher -. who is he r r e s ponding o the · charges 
of subjec·~ivity . 11Bu - the e ir fear i s gro unde d on the mi s• 
concup~ion th t s we descend · n s bj~ctivity we f~nd a 
more and more isolate d particu 1ar i ~y~ Whereas the t ru th 
appears to be just he opposite . T! e conc r ~te un·versal 
i s the pear hidden in the hart of authentic subjectivity .n 67 
Or again. 11 ••• true subj ·c "i vi ty is not me.re- -subjectiv i ty. 
Si ce the conception of being inclu des both subject and 
ob j ct l then the phi'iosophy of being can be nt:itber a pu r e ly 
objective -nor a purel y subj ective inqu i ry ••• sinc~ th ma ters 
of suc h n inquiry could no coincide with , he t rue notto. of 
bei ng--stnce being transcet s the -division between subject 
aocl object . 0 68 
p. ·69 ; pp. 76- 77.) Th_ cot notation of the French fo rm (as well 
as it can be rendered in English). is: openness, release, aban4 
donment, welcoming surrender, readiness to res pond. 
64Marc 1, nu. r .f!.fu s a J • jn_vo a.tiori . pp . 67- 7 • 
, -
630ne must not equate disponibl~ wit h passivity- -t be 
French term does not carry this connotation as its English 
transla t io ns do. · 
665 e M~rtin . e i d gger 's Being pod Time. 
I -
67Gal l a.gher, The P;hpos .O]!.h.k; of J~a.brj~l J4a_rc~1 • p. 141. 
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Re a r .-!i g t his i1bj c ·t , a f w r el evQ.nt s t atem nt s may 
be he 'I tf U 1. F r ex mpl e, cons i d-r t , e f o ll wing r-em-r s of 
Mr. Earle : " It w v.l d l> Ii ond~r f u1 indee 1f "he chara t r 
f th · myst ry , i t s tnmo·t essenc~ , were som thing s i mpl ~ t o 
gr asp and we nee d onl y to hea r t h orr 1ct d scr i pt t on to 
sat i sf ... o· r s a1ve w ,1 .d grasped i t. Unf nrtunate y , r.oth in g 
cou 1 be f urthe r fr om th e re ~l si t u~_ti on. The r e - is a mys te ry 
her e at ~ott ma i 1. WO U 1 ci fo lisb ~u pr e nd th a t the r e 
,v a s , t • Bu t w c n ~ t i1 l o so a · hi n g ..... a m . s t er y , ay 
approa h~d. anc perhap s we can eEpon our acqu~f nt ance *1th 
i .t .» 61 And again, "we don' t know what th e1 ti re chara cte r 
of re al it y is, an~ ~e sho 1 · n~t attempt t o c l os ur i griOr-
arce t.r .ugh i mpatience with th e infinity of · the absolute 
itself ." 
Stephe n Jo1 i n in th e i nt roci uc t .i on to Ma rc e l 's Tra,~i.G 
Wis dO,ll\ j J•C:,_B~x,qnd t r i e s t o clar ify Marcel 1 s vi ew of the 
t ru e si tuation •s o,p os d t o the obj ecti vi ty / 
c ntrovarsy . i n the f ol l owi ng way : 
• • • 11 i po s i t 1 , i s U a ·t ·;e 11 e e d not c ho o s e bet w -en 
the horns of the dilemma. as a logic rooted in the 
t r ad iti onal op1 osit ie bet w, en i ndivi dual expert enOG 
and universal signific~nce would seem to demand. 
hil osophy ought to b defined by ref re nce to a 
'thir d~ whic h ts properly speaki ng• a vocation and 
t he pbi los ophy t r ue to h is vocati on is ~ e one who 
succeeds in 'preserving fn himself a paradoxieal 
equ ili briu m bet wean th ~ spi r i t of univ er salit y on 
tbe one hand. inasmuch as this is em~odied in values 
whi ch mus t b recogniz ed as unalt ~r able, and on the 
. ~ .. , , ... - ... 
other hand bis p~~sonal experienee~ ••• for 1t will 
be the source cf -whatever eonttibutfon he mi~ht -, -Make. • -
The 1 i era l meaning ·of · he ·WOl"d • voeat ion• is m ·atJi ngtljo 
ful in ·our conteit . Un1versa ity• for Marcel• ·cannot 'be 
re _ rued oS a possession, so · much ' e1$ an J~it9~tns. ta,Ek,.j Even 
C 1e una·itera il1ty and unco1Hli·eior1a·t.ity. e·ncountered ' in ·the 
universal is tQ ' be taken as a dir•otion fQ~ ~ journey• n~t 
as a resting plaee ~ 
Mal"ce1, in iJ cba:-i•acteristie ·way,, say 0sf 
Tfa pflilosopher's vo.cat·ion is a ca :u to 'fraternal 
comprehension•, whieh means tn ~rhetice the bro• 
therly 'attampt to share witJ1 other per>sons the 
de. pest i ·nsf9hts that e?(perience entianeed by ~ ... 
f1eet1on can provide, · The frat,rn~l spirit of 
universality means net only sp••k·ng With others . 
but prepftetie~'Ily speaking ,fQr t.h~m-, ,as I find 
Whi_tman sp~eldn-g for in.num~ra61e beL 'gs inca ,pable 
of eipress1ng themselves . '' 
We are · all~ fo~ Marcel. witnesses~ ~This is th• essen• 
tial fact of our lives• • the faet that we ~re witnesses and 
that this iS the expre ssio• of our mode of belonging to the 
world . When the philosophical ~nterprise is reduced to 
bickering bet-ween various schools we find ourselves in the 
po•s·ition of c0mmunie:ating but hardly communing. It is un• 
real commhni~ation and ~ardly conducive to the ph11osophical 
enterprise . We m1y find o~rselv~s in sitdations where 
another uod rstands wha~_ I say to him. but he does not 
71M;\-rcel, _Tr~_~j _e).'4,i§ d~~ ,.ifirl S·-~,XPf1d, p . x,,.i. 
72Maree1. ~!IP Vf•lor , p, 40. (The refsrenc~ is to the 




I way e en have t ~e extr em l y disag reew 
a bl e feel irg t ha t m, Oi111 w r ds . as he r ep e;ts tha; to m · • 
and my own 
ma · s ma~ n :ome se, sc: a stranger to my 1n 
1. an in g; my ow i r 1 1 i ty . H n t man to sa· that all 
ph l o~ pt Ars mus t a ree wi th 01e another --t hat would be absurd 
ne~ ni n~s f t t er· into their own .o avoid dea li ng t iAh the 
necrnings the ms e lves i s c rt. i ly an t it hetical to t ' £. phil o-
phic sp1· 1t . 
This con .1udes the pr sen t ation of ~arcc l ' s t 1ou~ht . 
I the ext chapter comm~nts an in quir ie s will be made con-
erni ng it . 
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C!· ft.PTER T REE: MMENTS NO UERIES 
As mentioned 1n the introduction to this thesis, 
piecemeal criticisms are not approp ·riate given the nature 
ef Marcel •s thought~ However. a fe .w cromments and inquiries 
ar-~ in order . 
Introdu ·ctory to -these eomments ,- l should 1i ke to men• 
tion a faet of Marcel ' s personal life. Ou:t! to certain phy ... 
sieal difficulties. Marcel was not able to serve in a mili~ 
tary eapa~ity €luri ng the f1rst World \tar. As an alternative. 
he performed voluntary services for the Red Cross . The 
nature of these services was to locate famf11es of decea sed 
servicemen afld inform ti:letl of the death of their family 
member. It WijS this experience which motivated Marcel to 
take up the line of thought w&tcb bas resulted in his 
uparticipatory metaphysits . " Martel had always been a deli -
cate child. pampered and p~otected by a wealthy father and 
an attentive aunt {his moeher died when he was very young) 
and the painful axpertence of having to deal in a ·profeS• 
stonal capacity with grief-stricken people seems t~ have 
affected him very deeply and r sd1ted tn a 1ffe•1ong con~ 
cern with the speciftoally hum.an situ-at1on •. Had his formal 
education been in psychology rather tha n philosophy~ it is 
conceivable tha t he would have pursued a career in psy• 
chology similar to that of Rollo ~ay . 
ThEtse rath er ir ite res ting sp-ecu la ti ons as i do• ho-wever -~ 
I should like to suggest that Marcel•s inor dinate cor _cern 
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wt.b concr te. b1wan iitua ' ions has had the effect of mak• 
tng a eterminatio, 01 any real difference b tween .p~iloso• 
pby and 1ife witiin his work ver difficul, . 
For ~xample. wen 1 ,r cognize that my · uman relation• 
it i ~1 ( to ••ef r ··o the examp e of mystery used i o this paper) 
..-.:., a my3t~1y. i .e • . , "1 , I am ·1nvolye ,<l i l ·chi s re·aationsh .ip 
aud t hat I must live ~tis relationship in or de r for it to 
be meani gful; would Marcel say* given this situation, that 
I am a ph"lusopher? Dues my recognition vf mystery whether 
I identify 1t tn tho~e terms or not) make me a metaphysician? 
Marcel never ma ·e his posit io n clear on th"s subject and it 
is therefo,~t:: wor th y of ons i dera ti on . 
Certaih1y it would s~em very odd inde ed if all tbos 
peop e who recogni:z.e _t.lle 011~•1ogica1 value of their befng 
and who recognize mystery in their lives and treat it ~ccor -
ingly turne out · o be metaphysie iansl What would be the 
repercussions of .such a glut of rn tapby~icians? 
The implicit assumption wou1d seem to be tha · metaphy -
sics and a truly human life are one and the same thing . Is 
this ~hs case? Is there any dtf·erence bstween. e . g •• M~rcel 
in his activity as a metaphysician and his activity of living 
his own p$rsor.al , individual life? 
T ere is certai.ly a tliffer•nce and it seems to amount 
to the fact that Marcel treats his personal experien ces ijS 
indicativ cf or revelatory cf cert a i n ~nivGrs&l _human. rea11 • 
ties . Iu other words , he ab~traets from a persona 1, concrete 
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experience to a univeTsal reality . But isn ' t this abstrac• 
tion one of those things to which Marcel vehemently objects? 
Have we discovered a serious contradiction between what 
Marcel says and what Marcel does? . 
Marcel has never (so far as I know) had anything spew 
cific to say concerning . this. but a clue may be found if we 
consider the notions of direction er attitude of thought. 
That ts. I suggest t~at the level of abstraction at which 
the Marcelian metaphysician carries on his work is different 
in attitude or direction from that at wb1ch ► e . g. , the 
physicist or the astronomer functions . 
Marcel refers to secondary reflection as being, ~r~cup• 
erative. 6 i . e • • it returns to that essential unity of a per ~ 
son and his experience which is dissolved in primary reflee• 
t i on. 1 Thi$ suggests that the movement of secondary ref l ec• 
tion is backwarda i . e . , toward immediacy as opposed to pri• 
mary reflection whose movement ts upward. i.e., away from 
immediacy. This being the case, perhaps Marcel would res• 
pond to a charge of contradiction within hi s thought by 
saying that abstractions gleaned through the acti~ity of pri• 
mary reflection (which he opposes in the realm of mystery) 
is quite different from that arrived at through the 
l 11we can say that where primary reflection tends to 
dissolve the unity of expreience which 1s first put befo r e 
it, the function of secondary reflection is essentially 
recuperative, it reconquers that unity . " Marcel, The . 
Mystery pf ,BeJns. 1;102~3 . · · 
activity of se~ondary refl ction~-not a difference in 
nature, b~t rather a ·dtfference in attitude. in directi6n 
which wh n taken i ota aGcount, ~ay di spel any charge of 
c~ntr•diction. In other w6rds, what Marcel may respon d is 
that abstraction a~rived at thf~ugh ~rima ry ref1~6tion is~ 
Wien applied to the ~etaphystcal realm~ a· fall into the 
s,irit of abstraction• i.e .• the concrete, the immediate is 
., 
abandoned; wbereijs abstra~ ion arrived at · through secondary 
r f lect ·lon 1s pro er within the metaphysical realm since 1t 
recognizes and 1 in some sense _. retains the immediacy of ex• 
pe-rience . 
This explanation is, of c:our-se, only a possible explana-
tion since karcel himself never deals with the question . 
However, such an· explanat~o ~ is consistent within Marcel's 
thought and satisfaitorily resolves the apparent contradic• 
ion (and. incidenta11~ 1 relieves the world of an enormous 
number of metaphysicians!}. This explanation makes eon.sis• 
tent the fact that as a m-etaphysician Marcel' abstracts to the 
universal (which differentf ates him fr -o-m those many people 
who' maintain onto ·lt1gic-al awareness within their own lives) 
with Marcel's objections against the spirit rif abstraction. 
Another possible way of dea lin g with this difficulty 
may be helpful. First~ however, it must be re peatea that 
M,~cel is not oppose d to ab~t~action. It is to the spirit 
of 1 abstractfpn that he obje~ts. i . e., mistaking ~he ~bstrac~ 
tioh for reality; "f orgett ing~ that it is the concrete from 
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whicn .the abstraction was:gathe red that ts real . ·wttbtn the 
realm of metaphysics, of course. Marcel is mcst especially 
opposed to tbe prese :noe of the s·pi ri t of : abstraction si'nce 
by its very nature tt cleses off any aceess to being . 
Howev·er, -abstraction is,. as ·was point~d out previously. 
necessary .for :any thought at all . · Certain 'kinds of thought, 
howevert are approprtate to .ce~tain kinds .of subject matt&rs~ 
For example. ,in Mareeli .an terms,, , primary reflec -tion is appro~ 
priate .to the subject matters ~f the naiural scf~nces; while 
secondary t"eflettion is appropri.ata to the subj:ect matters 
of meta .physics . Proceedin,g one ste ·p further. it would not 
seem unreasonable to suggest that different k1'nds of thought . 
yield different kinds of abstrae:tions and the.se may be differ• 
entiated by ·saying that pri n, ry reflection yields a.bs-tractions 
of the , kind that leav .e immediacy behind while s·eco.ndary 
reflection yields abstractions ·which include the immediate . 
A ~le:ar characterization of what is involve .d ;·n secon-
dary re:flec .tion, as exemplified by .the trre p.receeding . 
attempts, : is veY"y diffi-cult and may be· t:aken as ·indicat .iv.e 
o·f. a n1ystery of cognition- . As ·Maree1 puts i ,t, " ••• contrary 
to .wh-at epistemology seeks vainly .to establish. tte r e exists 
still and truly a ·mystery of co·gnition .••2 
It 1s ·ioterestin.s to not ·e that St . Thomas Aquinas sug• 
ge·sts , that the human undertaking of metaphysics puts man in 
the 1 closest possible •contaet with the ange ls~ for -metaphy~ 
s1~s involves int ·eneet as di ·stinguis-hed ·from reason. The· 
fo·rmer approaches the st te of being able to grasp a multi ·• 
tude of truths in the ·unity of a ·single idea 3 while ·the 
la·tter is the usua1 s·t.ate o·f man, that of ·gr&spin _a certain 
unity in mu1tip1ieity . 4 There may be a c~rtain ·similarity · 
between St~ ,Tho-mas•· suggesti'on that metapWysics involves 
one in a realm similar to ·that of the an~e1s and M~rc~l1 s 
stat 'ements that metaphysics involves one in the · realm of 
mystery . 
Whether 'We are making ·a 11vain epistemo logical atte-mpt,11 
or are a ttempti ·ng · access to the realm of the angels or are 
tr ating proble .mmatically ti ~l.!t which is mysteriou -s, · H; · 
.seems we h~v -gone as far -as is possible with -this s.ubject . 
No doubt a difficulty remains~ but perhaps this diseussion -
bas shed ·some light upon it . 
Tbere is a second• in some sense, a related subject 
which would seem prop -er at this point. This subject eon'"' 
cerns th .e manner in which universal statements may be 
made aeeording to Marcel 's position . 
The notion of participation is impottant fn Martel's 
.. 
3Indeed, the final goal of metaphysic s would seem to 
b.e to gr · sp ij multittJde of truths in the single idea--
being. 
4see St . Thomas Aquinas • Summa: .. l~eolftgie:a,, I't'. 58,3 .-
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thought, not only as characteristic of mystery but also in 
terms of the metaphysical acttvtty as~ whol~. A met phy~ 
sician. ·speculating in isolation, would no be a metapbysi• 
cian a all i~ the Mar;elian sens•, not only in view of the 
fact ti ta person who would ·limi't his · life to study and 
books , cou 1 d in no sense be a phi 1 osoph.er s i nee i it.l wou 1 d . not 
be · in contact with he fullness of experience which hum n 
life offers; but also i·n the sens~ that, for Marcel. the 
metaphysical acitvity must be carri ed on with others. As 
he says~ "The philosopher's voca ion is a call io •frater-
nal comprehension'.- w-hich means in practice the brotherly 
attempt to share with others t e deepest insights that 
experience enhanced by reflect 1 on can r gv i de . 115 
The qu stion w1ic11 mus·~ be asked is, w at ·s the resu1t 
of this s aring of ideas? How is a judgement to -be re~ched 
concerni the universal validity of such insights? 
· Marcel seems to suggest that philosophic -universal tty 
is realized by a certain unanimity of testimorty to insight . 
Is he proposing that a tally of some sort must be taken · to 
determine what the majority of metaphysicians would testify 
to concerning any particular insight? This would seem to be. 
at the very least, highly impractical; and, at the very most. 
a rat her abs~rd manner of determining truth within the realm 
of 1..eta hysics. 
6Marcel. Homo Viator, p. 40 . 
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Mareel has said that conclusions, a.s such, cann·ot be 
arrived at in the area of met physies . To what end. then. 
is the approach to th metaphysical realm made? What is to 
be our attitude toward this kind of dcollection" of meta• 
physical insights? Is the goal of the metaphysieian to be 
simply to testify to the fact that the presence of mystery 
is a reality? Tllis e1early does not seem to be the case 
since Marcel himself makes many stat-em nts cone rn1ng the 
nature of specific metaphysical myste~ies . 
Still, the question remains. how are such statements 
of Maree.1 (and any ·other- metaphysicians) to be validated? 
Marcel seems to be suggesting that the only possible valida• 
tion cafl e<>m·e from one ' s own experience of a similar insight. 
This question of validatton is & very puzzling one and 
I am unable to f~nd any other possible a~swer to this ques• 
tion than the one given above w1tbin Marcel ' s works ~ It may 
be the case that this is th - answer Marcel would give . 
However. while this answer ay not seem to some to 
be entirely ~atisf ctory. it seems the question can be 
pursued no farther here~ 
A third area now seems worthy of comment. This is the 
•subjectivity as opposed lo objectivity" controversy. or 
. the •subject/objec~ dichotomy" which has been referred to 
repeatedly by Marcel and his colleagues . 
In view of the fact that the terms ~s~bject.• and 'object,' 
'subjectivity•• and tobjectivity• are used so often through• 
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out Marce1~s philosophical works and also 1n vi w -of the fact 
that the most common criticism o.f Marcel •s -work is f;hat , 1~ 
involves Dile in subjectivity• ·I :belif ,eve .a clos .er 1001< at the 
way in whi&h ·these terms a·re used ,may -prove beneficial in 
our attempt at greater understanding .of M~rcel's position. 
The four terms under eonsiderati -on are not u.niv.oca1 · 
but equivocal and for our .purposes we note- the following 
meanings: 
"subJe -ct 1' .. (1) that to which · all . , al represen-
tations are attributed; the , thinking or cognizing 
agent~ . (2) the term of a prop-osition eoncerning whiqh 
the predicate ts affirmed or denied. (3) that .which : 
feels as contrast•d with the object of feeling~ · 
nobjeetu • (1) anything that 1s visible er tangible 
and ts stable .in .form. (2) anything which may be ap• 
prehended tnte lectually; that ,which is external to 
the mind, (3) something thrown or put in the way so as 
to obstruct or i nterr'-lpt th .e co i1·rse of a person; an 
obstaGle; a hindran~e. 
bobjective•. {1) being or belonging to the object 
of perc ption or thought (opposed ~o subjective). 
(2) not affected by personal feelings or situations. 
{3) intent upon ot dealing with things extern .al to the 
mind. 
. . 
•subjective•~ (1) existing in the mind; belonging 
to the thinking Sijbjeet rather than to the object of 
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t~ought (opposed ~o objective}, (2) pertaining to or 
on the part of ,an i,ndividual; _persi;,nal, (3) placing 
emph••ts ~r reliance -on ~ne•s 1 own attitu~es. opinions, 
~te., (4) re1•ti~g to prqper~ies or .speci,tc ;~ondttions 
of the mind as disttnguish~d ·ftom g~neral or universal 
_e~peri e.nee . 
It .ts _immediately .apparent from the mean1ngs noted 
h.ere tha~ .while •subj$¢t' and 'o bj _ett • are. 1n their most 
common mean1.ng$t eorre~ativt te.rms ♦, i.eq tre 1· c.tesigQate-
two asp_ects of a single relation~hip -; •·~u.bjecttve .•. and 
•objeeti ve • are oppos i ~9 terms • 
. Mar-eel insists on using the .term ·' ebjett• in mea.ning 
• • # • I • • I • 
(3) suppose .dly s.in~e he wishes to identify 1obj~c :~.• with that 
into which myste ,ry is transformed w:hen apl,'tro,aclted _by prob-
1 mmatic th .ought. This ~se of 'object• in sense .(3}. how ver.-
setms to ~set him up• for ~ha~ges of subjectivity since be 
fntroduees _th1 s di eh.otomou:s thou9 .. t wbi'ch se·eJlls to have had 
the resµtt of putting : his criti~~ in the pos1tfon of ch:oosing 
between two_ mutually ~xelusive positions•~objecttvity or sub• 
j cti .vitY•:"'and since Marcel •s opposition t ·o objectivity is 
v·ery cle -ar, the _eharges_ of subjectivi'ty •fall out . • 
There seems to have b~ n no real n~-ed for Marcel: to ,:bave 
introduced : a subject/object dichotomy in . his di souss ion of 
tb:e ina _ppropriateness of the p.rohlem .. solving approaGh in the 
realm of mystery • . The point would have been made ha:d he 
simply shown that the problem solving approach treats of 
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objects in the iense of the first meaning of the term (as 
noted above) and is -ther&fore inappropriate to mystery sinee 
a mys ter'y is an object in the · second · $ense of the term . 
This would have avoided the divi~ ive at~osphere whiih results 
from the introduction of the term •o~jeee• in the third 
sens&. 
This perhaps ,Hl-fortunat-e · use -of' t ·ne term 'object• in 
lense {3) results (or at least sets .•the stage fo~) ~n the 
charres of subjectfvit_y . When these ~barg~~ -~~·e made, how• 
•ver~ tn• Marcelian response is that •uch tharges a~e mean• 
i ngless and seems to supp6it this position b r referring to 
the correlative · nature of subject a'nd object when t"tteir com ... 
mon meanings are intended . He says there exfsts no split 
or division betw'een subjeet and object ancl rather suggests 
we use the phras~ nsubj eet-as•cotiscious•of-an•object . • This 
does not really ansuer the charge, however , but rather avoids 
it~ 
It is ~orthwhile, the~efo~e. tb •ow turh our attentiori 
to the · o_pposing notions of objectivit .y and · subje .ctivity and 
to consid~r whether the charge of s~bjectivity is v-lid. · 
F1rst~ just what sense of obj~ctivity does Marcel object 
to? It seems clea .r that it is the second meaning of" o"bjee• 
tive ' whieh Marcel objects to as being inappropria .te in the 
rea 1m of mystery . Se¢ondary r'efl ecti on 1 s • in fact. mot iva ... 
te..d by feeling and must be directly concerned with the indi-
vidual, immediate experience . Does this mean. then. that 
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secondary reflection is subjective? 
Certainly · in sense ( 2) and ( 3} · secondary ref 1 ee ·,t ion ; :!! 
subjective. 
However. the dharges of subjectivit~ · would seem to · be· 
made in the first sense of subjectiv~. ·That is~ Mar~•t•s 
eriti~s a·re claiming that ·the objects (in the second sense) 
of secondary ref1ect ·ion .exist only .· 1n 'the mlnd of the indi• 
vidual. Marcel's epistemologiGa1 po~ftion is not s~bjective 
in this sense. however., since he makes cliHO' i!i1at· secondary 
reflection arises tbroug'h a recognition of the ·presenee of --
a reality--an objective reality in sense {1) .• · 
So~ it seems tttat Marcel •s respo11se to charges of · sub- ' 
jectivity is, in some ·res .pects 1 valid .· The epistemological 
position -of Marcel cannot be ctiara-0.terized as either subjec-
tive or objective~~it is both and it 1s 1t t1r. Tat is. 
it is subjective in meanings (2) • . (3), and (to a certain de-
gree). (4) of the term; yet it is nQt. subjectiv .e 1n ·sense (1). -
On the other hand, it is obj ctive i .. ,-sense · (1) and (3) of 
the term. yet it is n~t objet;ti've in sense (2} . An appro .. 
prfate eha~acterization, ·th . n. is that it is both tran$SUb• 
jective . and ttansobjettive. ·Stephen Joltn's e~planation 
sE!ems ► th ·en, to · be- most fndic .ative 9f fts true character. 
"'His (Marcel's) position is that we need not choose betw,en 
tbe h-erns of the dilemma.. . . Philosophy ought to be -defined 
by reference to a •third• wh 1 ch is properly speaking ., a · 
vocation and the philosopher true to his vocation is the one 
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who succeeds tn lpre servin g in -ht self a paradoxical equili~ 
br iu·m betw~en the spi -r.it of univ~rsality on the .. 011e hand •. • 
inasmuch as this is ernbodi in values which must be recog~ 
n1zed as ~nalterablM, and on the ether hand, · his ersanal 
experience ••• for tt will _be the sQurce o~ whatever qontri~ 
button he might make. •G . 
Despfte . the difficulties de~lt wtt~ here (arid certainly 
others. which lie beyond t,e seope hf ·t-t~ ~aper). ~aroel 
has made gr ai eontrib~ttrins to phiJos&phy . The li.bt 
which hi~ work has shed in tbe realm of metaphysics can.not 
be denied . The inadequacies of the scientific method whi.ch 
. . ' 
he points out are certainly impo~tarit and worthy of .atten• 
tion in an age where the succe~s of science tends to blind 
us to its failings. ce'r.ta1nly it is true that the exc1us _ive 
. ' 
use of seie .ntifio thought in a human ~orld leads to e.mpti~ 
ness and despa ir. for although seience ean and has eured 
■any _ of our material ailments; our ·s_piritu .al ailments lie 
. . ' 
outside its scope aqd certainly it may be argued that it 
. ' 
will ultimately be our succ ss or failure in the spfrit~al 
realm wh1-ch will diet .ate our final glory or ruin . 
We will conclude this paper with the following itate• 
ment of Mar~el: "Perhaps it wf~l be object&d that all I ' 
ha~e said so far is r~ally more posited than proved . I 
~m perfectly ready to agree about this. as I consid~r that 
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the very idea of bringing a demonstration to bear on the 
primaoy of ex.i ~tense . seems to . me rad1 cal ly contradictory~ . 
Our ~nly pos~ible procedu}'.' here consists · 1: reflectin g :. 
on affirm .t 1ons whose titles of -credit, SQ to speak , ne.d 
to be 0xamtned." 7 
Philosophy c~n certainly be enriched by such an atti-. , 
tude and a deeper understanding and appreciation of the 
ul.timately my~terious ·nature of human 11fe be approached 
with more suocess. 
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